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Abstract: 
The use of green technology for the synthesis of silver 
nanoparticles is growing dynamically every day. In this 
report, we are focused recent developments used for Green 
Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles (AgNPs) using Algae 
and their uses in development of various products.   
Biomass obtained from various forms of algae, including 
Macro algae (Seaweed) and Micro algae culture can be 
used for reduction of silver ions.  Size of the nanoparticle 
thus formed will be under the influence of many 
parameters viz., incubation time, pH and temperature of 
the substrate as well its concentration.  These nanoparticles 
can be characterized using various techniques including  
UV- visible spectroscopy, Zeta potential, XRD, FTIR, EDX, 
EDS, DLS, SEM, FESEM, TEM, HRTEM, AFM, ICP-OES etc.  
Chemical based synthesis of silver nanoparticles is tedious, 
and the byproduct release into the environment has raised 
concern about their toxicity and safety.  To address the 
issues linked with the chemical based synthesis of silver 
nano particle, several biological methods came into force 
in which, algal based synthesis is one of the cost effective 
and ecofriendly methods.  The nanoparticles synthesized 
using algae are effective and potent against various 
microbial strains and have other applications too.  
Presently we are focusing and discussing more about 
various methodologies for silver nanoparticles synthesis 
using algae and their applications.  
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Chapter 23

Recent trends and future prospective
of fungal cellulases for environmental
management
Muni Ramanna Gari Subhosh Chandra and Panyam Suresh Yadav
Department of Microbiology, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa, India

1 Introduction

Cellulases (EC 3.2.1.4) catalyze the hydrolysis of b-1,4-
glycosidic linkages in cellulose, and play a significant role

in nature by recycling this polysaccharide which is the main

component of the plant cell wall (Srivastava et al., 2018a,b).

These enzymes act in combination with other hydrolytic

enzymes to ensure that the polysaccharide is completely

degraded to soluble sugars, namely cellobiose and glucose,

which are then assimilated by the cell (Amore et al., 2013).

Microorganisms are recognized as effective producers of

cellulase, and bacteria, as well as fungi, are considered

major sources for the production of cellulase. In particular,

bacteria (e.g., aerobic and anaerobic bacteria) and fungi

(e.g., soft-rot fungi, white-rot fungi, and brown-rot fungi)

are known to be potential cellulase producers among dif-

ferent types of microorganisms (Srivastava et al., 2018a,

b). The enzyme produced has a different structure and

mechanism for binding to the substratum, depending on

the microorganism ( Juturu and Wu, 2014). Cellulases

formed by the fungi and aerobic bacteria are released as free

molecules from the cell into the extracellular medium. In

contrast, anaerobic bacteria produce cellulases that remain

bound to the surface of the cell in a protein complex called

cellulosome. By comparison, cellulases formed by aerobic

microorganisms have a different architecture, with two

domains: one for cellulose binding and the other as a cata-

lytic site, and a peptide that links the domains (Siqueira

et al., 2020). Certain structures on the protein can also be

present, with many functions. The huge potential of cellu-

lases in biotechnology is the driving force behind ongoing

basic and applied work into these biocatalysts. Never-

theless, fungi are often favored over bacteria for efficient

cellulase production because of their flexible use of sub-

strates and their ability to penetrate (Behera et al., 2017).

Although the fungi have the ability to produce better cel-

lulase, it is very rare to have a single fungus possessing

all the components of the cellulase system for successful

biomass hydrolysis (Srivastava et al., 2018a,b).

Fungal cellulases have now found application in many

fields, such as animal feeding, brewery and wine, meat,

textile and laundry, and pulp and paper industries.

Increasing interest in transforming lignocellulosic biomass

into fermentable sugars has created a further market for cel-

lulases and their related enzymes (Kuhad et al., 2011). Addi-

tionally, biomass conversion has significant advantages

over other alternative energy production methods, as ligno-

cellulose is the most abundant and renewable biomaterial on

our planet (Ahorsu et al., 2018). According to recent market

reports on enzymes, the main sectors in which cellulase

enzyme is increasingly being applied are health care, tex-

tiles, pulp and paper, detergent, food, and beverages

( Jayasekara and Ratnayake, 2019). Its wide application is

related to the food and beverage segment in coffee pro-

cessing, wine making, and fruit juice production (Kumar

et al., 2019). This is commonly used in many industrial

applications to manufacture detergents for the laundry and

cleaning and washing agents. This chapter provides an

outline of fungal cellulases that have been characterized

and the applications of these enzymes in the environmental

management.

2 Cellulolytic microorganisms

Cellulases are represented by a broad range of naturally

occurring microorganisms and cellulolytic microorganisms

mainly use carbohydrates for their nutrition but cannot use

proteins or lipids as sources of energy. Screening and iso-

lation of cellulase-producing microbes from nature is one

of the important ways to get novel cellulases. These newly

screened microbes are sources of new cellulase genes with

diverse properties. Cellulolytic bacteria and fungi that

secrete free enzymes rely on the hydrolysis of lignocellulose
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Chapter 2
Immunocomposition of Gastrointestinal
Tract of Gut

Mekapogu Madakka, Nambi Rajesh, and Jinka Rajeswari

Abstract The human gastrointestinal tract (GI tract) is a distinctive organ occupied
by a series of commensal microorganisms, while also being showed to an over-
whelming load of antigens in the form of dietary antigens on a daily basis. The GI
tract has played dual role in the body, in that it performs uptake of nutrients and
digestion while also performing out the complex and principal task of maintaining
immune homeostasis, i.e., maintaining the balance between the good and the bad. It
is equally important that we protect ourselves from reacting against the good,
meaning that we reside tolerant to harmless food, commensal bacteria and self-
antigens, as well as react with force against the bad, meaning induction of immune
responses against harmful microorganisms. This complex task is achieved through
the presence of a highly efficient mucosal barrier and a specialised multifaceted
immune system, made up of a large population of scattered immune cells and
organised lymphoid tissues termed the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT).
This book chapter provides an overview of the primary components of the human
mucosal immune system and how the immune responses in the GI tract are coordi-
nated and induced.

Keywords Lamina propria · GALT · Mucosal immunity · Mucosal tolerance ·
Immune homeostasis · Gut microbiota
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Chapter 1
Tumor Heterogeneity: Challenges
and Perspectives for Gastrointestinal
Cancer Therapy

Manoj Kumar Gupta, Gayatri Gouda, Ravindra Donde,
and Ramakrishna Vadde

Abstract Cancer is clinically characterized via the uncontrolled proliferation of
cells. Several studies have reported that tumor heterogeneity is the main reason for
the low treatment response rate in cancer patients. Thus, there is always a quest to
understand the tumor heterogeneity in any cancer type. In this chapter, the authors
attempted to understand the types and drivers for tumor heterogeneity, especially in
gastrointestinal cancers, and discussed their biological as well as clinical importance
with respect to tumor evolution. Obtained information revealed that tumor hetero-
geneity can be either at inter- (amongst diverse tumors from diverse patients or
within the same patients) or intra- (amongst diverse cells in the same tumor) level.
Nevertheless, the main reason for inter-tumor heterogeneity is the intra-tumor
heterogeneity. To understand this heterogeneity various high throughput sequencing
approaches, for instance, single-cell RNA sequencing, and models, for instance, the
“Clonal evolution” model and “big bang” model, have been developed to date.
However, the complete mechanism associated with tumor heterogeneity remains
elusive to date. Authors believe that by integrating information obtained from
various disciplines, including pathology, clinical-radiology, genetic and molecular
biology, we can unravel the mechanism comprehensively associated with tumor
heterogeneity. In the near future, the information present in this chapter will be
highly useful for the early detection and prevention of gastrointestinal cancer in
humans.

Keywords Cancer · Heterogeneity · Clonal evolution model · Cancer stem cell
model · Tumor
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Chapter 5
Immune Cell Therapy Against
Gastrointestinal Tract Cancers

Ravindra Donde, Manoj Kumar Gupta, Gayatri Gouda,
Sushanta Kumar Dash, Lambodar Behera, and Ramakrishna Vadde

Abstract Gastrointestinal (GI) cancers are responsible for major cancer-related
mortality around the world. It has imposed a substantial burden and pressure on
the healthcare sector across the globe. Recently advancements in high throughput
techniques provide us with a unique opportunity to detect biomarkers and treat
various diseases, including GI cancer, more comprehensively. However, most of
these approaches are ineffective for treating patients with advanced or metastatic
stages. Additionally, these treatments have severe side effects on cancer patients.
Thus, there is an urgent requirement to identify new drugs and innovative immune
therapies for the treatment of GI malignancies. Considering this, recently developed
immune cell therapy provides a unique opportunity for early detection and treatment
of various cancers, including GI cancer. It controls cancer either by activating or
suppressing the immune system of cancer patients. Recently, immune checkpoints
approaches have also been employed in the treatment and prevention of cancer.
However, various studies have reported that few of these therapies have side effects.
Thus, these therapies must be employed with utter caution. Recently several studies
have also proposed that the personalized immunotherapy approach can also be used
for therapeutic cancer treatment with fewer side effects. Authors believe that by
employing classical and advanced immunotherapeutic techniques together, we can
easily diagnose and treat GI cancer in a more comprehensive way. In the near future,
the information present in this chapter will be highly useful for the early detection
and treatment of various cancers, including GI cancer.

Keywords Gastrointestinal cancers · Immune cell therapy · Personalized
immunotherapy · Immune checkpoints · Monoclonal antibody
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Chapter 7
Monoclonal Antibody Therapy Against
Gastrointestinal Tract Cancers

Gayatri Gouda, Manoj Kumar Gupta, Ravindra Donde, Lambodar Behera,
and Ramakrishna Vadde

Abstract Gastrointestinal (GI) cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer death
across the globe. To date, numerous techniques have been developed for the removal
or destruction of cancer cells via surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy. However,
these techniques have various side effects on the human body. In comparison to
other techniques, recently developed monoclonal antibodies have fewer side effects.
Thus their usage in cancer treatment has increased recently. Considering above, in
this chapter, the authors attempted to understand the molecular feature associated
with monoclonal antibodies and how they can be employed for the treatment of GI
cancer. Information obtained revealed that the two most widespread techniques used
for producing monoclonal antibodies are hybridoma and phage display. Since 1986,
various monoclonal antibodies have been developed against numerous receptors/
genes, namely epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), human epidermal growth
factor 2 (HER2), HER4, VEGF, CD20, CD30, tumor necrosis factor member11,
PD1 and IL4, that play a key role in causing GI cancer at different stages. For
instance, panitumumab in combination with epirubicin, oxaliplatin, and capecitabine
can be used for treating advanced esophageal gastro adenocarcinoma.
Tremelimumab, a monoclonal antibody, works against anti-CTL4 and can be used
for the treatment of gastro cancer, colon cancer, and melanoma. However, few
studies have reported that these monoclonal antibodies have side effects. For
instance, mucositis was observed for the cetuximab antibody. Thus, the monoclonal
antibody should be used carefully under the provision of the medical practitioner. In
the near future, the information present in this chapter will be highly useful for
treatment in GI cancer.
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Chapter 11
Immuno-Oncology of Colorectal Cancer

Ramachandra Reddy Pamuru, K. V. Sucharitha, and Ramakrishna Vadde

Abstract The colorectal cancer (CRC) a second leading cancer become most
predominant and causing deaths worldwide. Since its spread, more attention has
been made to control the CRC. For developing anti-tumor therapies, it is important
to know the immune-oncology of CRC. A number of events are identified in the
tumor microenvironment of CRC. This chapter gives details of the basics of CRC,
immune cells of tumor microenvironment, tumor suppression, and repression. These
details of tumor immune-oncology of CRC may help to provide better understanding
of CRC and suggest ways to control CRC.

Keywords Colorectal cancer · Microenvironment · Immune cells · Immune
response · Immunosuppression

11.1 Introduction

Colon carcinoma (CRC), a third leading cancer reported more than 1.2 million cases
worldwide every year and second leading chronic disease in the USA (Rebecca et al.
2019). CRC occupies fourth place in mortality among all cancers in western
countries (Globocan, Agency for research on cancer, WHO, 2017) whereas, in the
USA 2nd death causing most common carcinoma among other cancers (Tenesa and
Dunlop 2009; Jemal et al. 2009). It is very unfortunate that CRCs are silent tumors;
they grow slowly and do not show most of the symptoms until they attain large size.
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Chapter 13
Applications of Computational Biology
in Gastrointestinal Malignancies

Manoj Kumar Gupta and Ramakrishna Vadde

Abstract Gastrointestinal cancers (GICs) are the most common cancers of the
digestive tract system in humans. Earlier several techniques have been utilized to
understand the molecular mechanism and identification of the key gene or protein–
protein interaction that is responsible for causing GICs. Nevertheless, detecting key
genes and protein–protein interaction through experimental equipment necessitates
huge capital and time. Recently developed computational methods provide a distinct
way to address such problems in a short interval of time with less cost. Thus, in the
present chapter authors attempted to understand how computational approaches may
help us in detecting key genes and protein associated with GICs. Information
obtained revealed that several studies have employed computational methods to
identify key hub genes, including COL4A1 and SERPINH1, transcription factors
(e.g., MYC andMAZ), and miRNAs (e.g., miRNA-133b andmiRNA-99a) that play a
key role in the gastric cancer development. Computational studies have also detected
key hub genes (e.g., AMBP and APOB) and miRNAs (e.g., miRNA-7 and miRNA-
141) that play a key role in the development of colorectal cancer. However, all these
studies performed analysis on the bulk cell level, which in turn provides less
information about gene expression at the cellular level, which might be the reason
for ineffective treatment and low survival of GICs patients. Thus, there is an urgent
requirement to understand gene expression in GICs at the cellular level. In the near
future, the information present in the present chapter will be highly valuable for
cancer biologists and immunologists toward the treatment of GICs.

Keywords Gastric cancer · Computational approach · Key genes · Drugs
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CHAPTER 11

Identification of targeted molecules
in cervical cancer by computational
approaches
Manoj Kumar Gupta and Vadde Ramakrishna
Department of Biotechnology and Bioinformatics, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh, India

Abstract

Cervical cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death in adult women. The three most widely
employed techniques for the treatment of cervical cancer are radiotherapy, surgery, and hormone che-
motherapy. Recently several biomarkers have also been identified using classical and high-throughput
technologies. High-throughput technologies generate huge data, which in turn demand development
of robust computational approaches for analysis of this big data in a more comprehensive way. This, in
turn, will enable us to better understand mechanisms associated with many diseases, including cervical
cancer. Considering this, in the present chapter, we present information about different computational
approaches that have been employed to detect target molecules associated with cervical cancer. Infor-
mation obtained revealed that to date limited computational studies have identified several cervical
cancer-associated key hub genes (e.g., BTD, PEG3, RPLP2, and SPON1), long noncoding RNA (e.g., GOL-
GA2P5, EMX2OS, FLJ10038, FAM66C, ACVR2B-AS1, AMZ2P1, LINC00341, ZNF876P, MIR9-3HG, and
ILF3-AS1), and miRNAs (e.g., Hsa-mir-1273g, Hsa-mir-5095, Hsa-mir-5096, and Hsa-mir-1273f) that play
a key role in cervical cancer development. However, as there are only a few number of computational
studies performed on cervical cancer datasets, there is still scope for developing more robust software/
algorithms and analyzing cervical cancer datasets. In the near future, the information in this chapter will
be highly valuable for cancer biologists and immunologists toward cervical cancer treatment.

Keywords: Cervical cancer, Computational approach, Key genes, Drugs.

Abbreviations
circRNAs circular RNA

GWAS genome-wide association study

HPV human papillomavirus

lncRNAs long noncoding RNA

miRNA micro RNA

1. Introduction

Cervical cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death in a young adult women. Cer-

vical cancer affects women of different countries distinctly. Incidence of cervical cancer

in women of high-income countries is lower than in low- and middle-income countries
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Chapter 11
Genetic Marker Identification
for the Detection of Early-Onset Gastric
Cancer Through Genome-Wide Association
Studies

Manoj Kumar Gupta, Jinka Rajeswari, Pamuru Ramachandra Reddy,
Koppula Satish Kumar, K. V. Chamundeswaramma,
and Ramakrishna Vadde

Abstract The complete human genome sequence published by Celera and Human
Genome Project in 2001 has provided us with in-depth knowledge about both
location and structure of genes; however, they do not provide any information
about the genetic diversity between and within human populations. International
associations such as the 1000 genomes project, Simons Genome Diversity Project
and International HapMap project employed high-throughput sequencing technolo-
gies to explore the genetic diversity among various human population across the
world. All these studies suggested that every human endures 250–350 loss-of-
function mutations on average as well as they are heterozygous for about 60–120
variants, which are associated with genetic disorders. Information about this genetic
diversity among human enable us to carry out genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) and recognize genes and its respective variants related with any traits of
interest or diseases. Till date, more than 1600 GWAS studies have been reported on
~300 traits and diseases. Gastric cancer is a solid tumor with complex genetic and
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Temporal Changes of Solid Waste
at Limestone Quarries in and Around
Yerraguntla, YSR District, A.P., using
Google Earth Images

Y. Sudarshan Reddy, B. Suvarna, M. Prasad, V. Sunitha
and M. Ramakrishna Reddy

Abstract In limestone mining and cement industry, solid and liquid wastes are gen-
erated in every day and every stage of the operations and are required to mitigate
properly. Different types of waste generated from both the industries are cement and
limestone quarry. Due to environmental impact and public health and safety, proper
efforts must be made to decrease waste generation and hence efficient disposal prac-
tices have to be followed. Hence, this study aims at a better understanding of spatial
and temporal changes of unplanned dumping sites from 2006 to 2018. Google Earth
mapping is one of the most advanced methods for identification of rock-solid waste
clearly for collecting on satellite image data. This paper is centered on application of
Google Images in assessing the temporal changes of solid waste at limestone quarries
in and around Yerraguntla. Time series multi-date Google Earth imageries of 2006–
2018 are used to demarcate the evolutionary changes in limestone waste disposal
management and to understand the spatial and temporal changes that happened due
to the changes by expanding the rock waste dump around Yerraguntla village, YSR
district, A.P. Results revealed that the solid waste management in the study area is
very poor which need to be properly monitored so as to mitigate the present and
future environmental threats.

Keywords Temporal changes · Solid waste · Limestone quarries · Google Earth ·
Yerraguntla

1 Introduction

Waste is defined as the discarded and discharged material generated during every
stage of life causing adverse health and environmental impact (Bringi 2007). Envi-
ronmental contamination and waste management are the major concerns to earth
scientist and form other related fields of science all over the world both in developing
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CHAPTER 9

Graphitic carbon nitrideebased
nanocomposite materials for
photocatalytic hydrogen
generation
N. Lakshmana Reddy1,2, Vijay S. Kumbhar2, Kiyoung Lee2,
M.V. Shankar1
1Nanocatalysis and Solar Fuels Research Laboratory, Department of Materials Science &
Nanotechnology, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh, India; 2Department of Energy
Chemical Engineering, School of Nano & Materials Science and Engineering, Kyungpook National
University, Sangju, Gyeonsang-daero, Republic of Korea

1. Introduction

Exploitation of efficient techniques for clean and renewable energy is a
crucial strategy to defend the global energy demands. In this connection, the
photocatalytic water splitting into gaseous hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2)
by using solar energy has been regarded as a promising and sustainable
strategy [1e3]. In the past few decades, various semiconductor materials, e.g.,
TiO2 [4], ZnO [5], Fe2O3 [6], SnO2 [7], ZrO2 [8], Ag3PO4 [9], BiVO4 [10],
CdS [11], NiS [12], etc., have been reported for photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) under UV, visible, and solar light illumination.
Also, other wide range of semiconductor composite photocatalysts such as
noble metal/metal oxides, quantum dotebased composites, and carbanious
were extensively investigated for photocatalytic H2 generation applications
[13,14]. Unfortunately, metal oxideebased semiconductors possess a wide
band gap which restricted their light absorption in UV spectrum of solar
energy. On the other side, metal sulfides, metal phosphides, and metal
nitrides (e.g., CdS w2.4 eV, SnS2 w1.7 eV, Ni2P w1.0 eV, InP w1.4 eV,
InNw1.1 eV, etc.) have also been taken into account because they possess a
narrow band gap with suitable band potential for photocatalytic HER;
however, the photocorrosion and self-oxidation make them generally
deleterious and volatile which limit their further application [3,15]. Hence, in
the search of robust visible light active semiconducting photocatalyst, the
g-C3N4, a polymeric semiconductor, has gradually opened up a new field of
vision in photocatalytic HER since the pioneering study in 2009 by Wang

Nanostructured, Functional, and Flexible Materials for Energy
Conversion and Storage Systems
ISBN 978-0-12-819552-9
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Abstract: COVID-19 pandemic has disturbed organizations and made HR personnel to think differently by 

considering new normal norms like social distancing, new work conditions that they may never have envisioned. 

To stop the spread of the coronavirus, organizations have changed to a Work from Home Model (WFHM), 

Remote Connections (RC) at a rate and scale, monitored and controlled by email and video conferencing. Sum 

and substance, HR Managers role has become more crucial and need to accomplish troublesome work under 

these unprecedented conditions. HR is worried about employee’s wellbeing and prosperity during the 

pandemic; they are under the strain of handling the deskwork and giving comfort to the large number of 

laborer’s simultaneously. HR has consistently been the front liner for workers and the HR's job in observing 

and keeping up has gotten significantly. Traditional HR is being supplanted with a comprehensive methodology 

utilizing trend setting innovations and being human driven too. HR managers are literally doing war with the 

difficulties of reclassifying their techniques on administration, ability, assorted variety while assessing their 

operational adequacy. The world stands up to different emergencies and COVID-19 being the greatest one right 

now which has hit the entire world and its economy. In this scenario, this research paper emphasized on role 

and challenges of HR during the pandemic.  

Key Words: COVID-19, Organizations, HR Personnel, Work from Home (WFM), Administration, Remote 

Connections (RC) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the Coronavirus receipts done the Worldwide, similarly, can HR bests assistance businesses achieve the 

disaster. Willpower or to resolve the unintentional tactics of handling professional overlays the method and 

techniques for convalescing incorporation of humanoid and digital workforces? These remain supreme periods, 

maddening aeras and unchartered topography for all of us. COVID-19 has engaged the universally by whirlwind 

and elated out a new typical as to in what way organizations accomplish the professional. Organizations 

universally remain embarking upon swift issues of possession staffs safe, approving optimum operation of staff, 

and perpetuation the stamina of professional processes. However, of the case, companies unanimously are going 

out of their ways and accountability their greatest to approve amalgamated circulations and dependably advance 

efficacy even throughout these bizarre circumstances.  

Today, HR is no lengthier working behind padlocked doors and is a critical part of driving the company‘s 

accomplishment. During these unparalleled times, the role of HR leaders converts all the more imperative and 

they are predictable to respond rapidly and lengthily, bearing in mind proximately, short-term, and long-term 

implications of this universal calamity. Therefore, there is burden on HR from the standpoint that it takes into 

interpretation the following: 

Table-1: Role of HR from Standpoint 

The demand-supply disruption, productivity or Profitability challenges 

Being able to deal with the new paradigm of recruitment freezes 

Bringing onboard new methods and practices for Virtual work zones 
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Abstract: Natural gums which are hydrophilic carbohydrate polymers of high molecular 

weights, generally composed of monosaccharide units joined by glucosidic bonds have been 

attracting many researchers. These are used in confectionaries, dairy products, beverages, as 

emulsifier in food products, petroleum and for oil-well-acidizing purpose in the industry. 

They also have pharmaceutical applications as demulcents, adhesives in pill manufacture and 

as emulsifying agents. These natural polysaccharides do hold advantages over the synthetic 

polymers, generally because they are nontoxic, less expensive, and freely available.  They are 

also used for the removal of heavy metals from water. They have great potential in removal 

of heavy metals due to their bio sorption properties. They are readily available, cheap and 

eco-friendly. The present chapter focuses on the application of gums particularly in the 

removal of heavy metals from water. 

 

Key words: Natural Gums, Adsorption, Toxic Metal Ions, Green Technologies 
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Abstract: Nigella sativa is an annual flowering plant belongs to the family Ranunculaceae 

commonly known as Black seed, Black cumin or Kalonji. It is considered as one of the most 

miraculous healing medicines existed as a remedy for all diseases specified in varied 

traditional system of medicine and food. Phytochemically, it is enriched in fixed oil, 

terpenoids, essential oil, alkaloids etc and few key chemical constituents such as thymol, 

carvone, thymoquinone, nigellicimine, nigellicine, dithymoquinone and thymohydroquinone. 

Therapeutic properties of this plant are due to the presence of thymoquinone which is one of 

major active component and has different beneficial properties. Ample of phytochemical, 

pharmacological and clinical researches have been executed on this plant which may include 

antidiabetic, anticancer, immunomodulator, analgesic, antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, 

bronchodilator, hepato-protective, renal protective, gastro-protective, and antioxidant 

properties etc. This plant also been studied for nanoparticle synthesis via green route with 

varied biological applications. Considering above all these aspects, this plant catches the 

attention of research analyst to tactic the utility, proficiency and potency of Nigella sativa in 

diverse medicinal sectors. 

 

Key words: Nigella sativa, green synthesis, thymoquinone, Kalonji seed. 
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Abstract: Polymer membranes are emerging substrates for industrial applications like power 

solutions, toxic metal ion removal and drug delivery technologies. Among all types of 

membranes polymer electrolyte membranes (PEMs) are current interest, due to their physico-

chemical interaction with the guest molecules. PEMs are capable to transport or permeate, 

adsorb and delivery of molecules, ions and other required reagents. This chapter provides 

basic concepts as well as the progress with regard to PEMs based science and technology of 

fuel cells and drug delivery. 

 

Key words: Polymer Electrolyte Membranes, Fuel Cell, Drug Delivery 
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C H A P T E R

11
Alginate-based hydrogels

Kasula Nagarajaa, Kummara Madhusudana Raob, 
and Kummari S.V. Krishna Raoa

aPolymer Biomaterial Design and Synthesis Laboratory, Department of 
Chemistry, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh, India, 
bSchool of Chemical Engineering, Yeungnam University, Gyeongsan, 

Gyeongbuk, South Korea

11.1 Introduction

11.1.1 Overview/objective

Alginate is a natural anionic polymer extracted from the brown sea-
weed, which comprises β-d-mannuronic acid (M) and α-l-glucuronic 
acid (G) units (Fig.  11.1); these are arranged in a linear manner either 
by homogeneous (GG/MM) or heterogeneous (GM/MG) units through 
1   →   4 glycosidic linkages [1] (Fig.  11.2). The genus of brown seaweed 
includes the Saccharina japonica, Laminaria hyperborean, Macrocystis pyrif-
era, Ascophyllum nodosum, etc. [2]. In addition, alginate can be produced 
in a laboratory scale by bacteria Azotobacter vinelandii and Pseudomonas 
spp. [3]. It was first discovered by Stanford ECC in 1881 [4]; however, 
the industrial commercialization of this polymer has taken place after 
100  years, especially in Europe, the United States, and Japan. The hy-
droxyl (OH) and carboxyl (COOH) functional groups of alginate are 
responsible for its potential physicochemical properties. Hence it has 
been widely used in various applications such as drug delivery, tissue 
engineering (TE), agriculture, food industry, cosmetics, water purifica-
tion, wound dressings, and electrical devices (Fig. 11.3). In addition, these 
properties are significantly influenced by alginate production parameters 
such as molecular weight, acetylation degree, the arrangement of uronate 
units, and M/G ratio [5].
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Abstract

Groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) is one of the important legume cash crops of 
tropical and semi-arid regions, where it provides a major source of edible oil and 
vegetable proteins. Abiotic and biotic stresses in groundnut negatively influence 
on survival, biomass production, and total crop yield. Breeding groundnut geno-
types for abiotic stress tolerance will likely sustain groundnut production. 
Traditional approaches such as breeding for abiotic stress tolerance have been 
slow, due to the rare alleles implicated in abiotic stress tolerance in the existing 
groundnut germplasm. Hence, engineering for abiotic stress resistance is an 
important target for increasing groundnut productivity. The chapter focuses on 
the development of transgenic groundnut plants for abiotic stress tolerance and 
the constraints associated with it. This review also describes the recent progress 
in using genetic engineering approaches for the improvement of abiotic stress 
tolerance in groundnut.

Keywords

Peanut · Abiotic stress · Transgenic plants · In planta transformation · 
DREB1A · NHX
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Abstract 

Dalit literature is established itself as a separate class of writing in several of the Indian languages. Aspects of Dalit li terature have 

become more effective concentrating on caste, class, and gender. The prominence of Dalit writings is to explore the suffering of Dalits 

with experience. Especially the woman Dalit writers concentrated on the sociocultural and economic aspects of Dalit women. The 

present paper aims to explore the valiant Dalit women character. Chilli Powderis the short story written by the celebrated contemporary 

Dalit woman writer Bama. Her short story collection Kisumbukkaranwritten in Tamil language and it was translated into the English 

language as HarumScarum Saar & Other Stories by N. Ravi Shankar. The story explores the Dalit women’s self-confidence. Though 

they belong to an outcast they try to overcome the oppression. They execute various traits to protest themselves. 

Keywords: Dalit, Oppression, Gender, Survival, Self-confidence. 

 

Bama is the first Tamil Dalit woman writer born in 

Puthupatti village in Viruthunager district in Southern Tamil 

Nadu. Her novels Karukku, Sangati, Vanmam and a jewel-

like collection of short stories Kisumbukkaranare originally 

written in the Tamil language. Her first novel is an 

autobiographical novel translated into English and many 

different languages. This novel received the Crossword 

Award twice for the English translation. The second novel 

Sangati focuses on the plight of women and girls of her 

community. The third novel Vanmamdeals with “intra-dalit 

strife”1.The first two novels are translated from Tamil to the 

English language by the famous Lakshmi Holmstrom and 

the third novel is translated into the English language by 

Malini Seshadri. The short stories collection 

„Kisumbukkaran‟ is translated into English as Harum-

Scarum Saar and Other Stories. The collection arises 

many Dalit issues.  

“Bama‟s writings embody Dalit feminism and celebrate 

the inner strength and celebrate the inner strength of 

the subaltern woman in the throes of caste domination 

and social discrimination.”2 

 Chilli Powder is a short story about the grudge and 

dispute between two women who belong to two different 

castes. Though women share many gender discriminations 

in general, women always try to find further discriminations 

to degrade other women based on the caste system. 

 Gangamma, a privileged caste woman who owns a 

palatial bungalow, orchards and nearly sixty acres of fertile 

land. Everyone in the colony is scared of Gangamma. 

Pachayamma,belongs to an outcast and a bold woman 

protagonist in the story. The conflict between Gangamma 

and Pachayamma begins when Pachayamma enters 

Gangamma‟s mango orchard to cut the grass. After cutting 

the grass Pachayammafeels hungry, plucks two mangoes 

and begins to eat them. Meanwhile, Gangamma 

appears.On seeing Gangamma, Pachayamma hides the 

mangoes.Unafraid of the landlady she seeksGangamma‟s 

help to lift the bundle of grass on to her head.Gangamma 

becomes furious on her request and Pachayamma runs 

away skilfully taking the bundle of grass from Gangamma‟s 

sight.  

 “That woman got so furious she was swaying 

 like an elephant calf gone mad! Don‟t know 

 from where I got the courage, I held my breath, 

 heaved the bundle onto my head and half walking, 

 half running, rushed back here.” (HSS. P.31) 

 Being a Dalit woman, she is not scared of 

Gangamma, instead,she seeks help from the owner of the 
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Phytoremediation has evolved into an important tool to improve the
bioremediation process since it is an innovative green technology that uses a
wide variety of plants to remediate radioactive metals, organics, chemicals,
and radioactive elements from soil, sediment, surface water, and groundwater
environmental pollutants. Together, bioremediation and phytoremediation
technologies provide an effective approach to contaminant abatement. 

This new book, volume 3 of the four-volume set Bioremediation and
Phytoremediation Technologies in Sustainable Soil Management identifies
and draws a fresh image of existing developments in theoretical and functional
implementation systems from recent scientific research studies that take into
account different facets of bioremediation. It also discusses the latest
technology and prospects of new soil bioremediation technology and analyses
their domains, along with their associated challenges and consequences. 

Volume 1: Fundamental Aspects and Contaminated Sites begins with an
overview of phytoremediation and phytotechnologies and the role of
environmental factors. It goes on to introduce soil assessment techniques and
offers methods of remediation designed to combat soil and agricultural
degradation. Attention is given to specific types of sites and soil pollution, such
as soils contaminated by heavy metals; microbial and phytoremediation-based
removal of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from coal, crude oil, and
gasoline; microbial bioremediation and amelioration of pesticide-contaminated
soils; phytoremediation techniques for biomedical waste contaminated sites; as
well as bioremediation processes for human waste sites. Biopesticides are also
explained in the book as an alternative to conventional pesticides as well as the
possibilities for the improvement of modern bio-pesticides.

Volume 2: Microbial Approaches and Recent Trends focuses on new and
emerging techniques and approaches to address soil pollution. These include
the use of rhizobacteria, archaea, cyanobacteria, and microalgae as
biofertilizers and for soil bioremediation efforts. New technologies for
assessment of soil bioremediation are explored also. The chapters provide in-
depth coverage of the mechanisms, advantages, and disadvantages of the
technologies used and highlights the use of different microbial enzymes that
are used in the process of bioremediation and phytoremediation to clean up
different pollutants without causing damage to the natural environment.

Volume 4: Degradation of Pesticides and Polychlorinated Biphenyls addresses
pesticide degradation, PCBs degradation, and genetic interventions. It begins
by describing environment pesticide degradation, mechanisms and
sustainability, microbes and microbial enzymes, plant microbe interactions,
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organophosphorus degradations and endosulfan degradation. It then goes on to
discuss PCBs and degradation, cypermethrin, degradation by Phanerochaete
chrysosporium, carvone and surfactants for degradation of PCBs. The book also
advocates for genetic systems for degradation of PCBs and pesticides, with
discussion of the different advantages and disadvantages for each strategy and
the various techniques. 

Together, these four volumes provide in-depth coverage of the mechanisms,
advantages, and disadvantages of the bioremediation and phytoremediation
technologies for safe and sustainable soil management. The diverse topics help
to arm biologists, agricultural engineers, environmental and soil scientists and
chemists with the information and tools they need to address soil toxins that
are a dangerous risk to plants, wildlife, humans and, of course, the soil itself.

Click here for Bioremediation and Phytoremediation Technologies in
Sustainable Soil Management, 4-volume set
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Chapter 9
Insights on the Biotechnological 
Applications of Marine Fungal 
Exopolysaccharides

A. M. V. N. Prathyusha, G. Triveni, G. Mohana Sheela, B. Anand Kumar, 
G. Bhargava Ram, T. Chandrasekhar, and Pallaval Veera Bramhachari

Abstract Microbial exopolysaccharides are the subject of research in many scien-
tific areas, focusing on elucidating structure-function relationships, identifying 
novel biosynthetic pathways, and unraveling applications based on their distinct 
properties. Marine fungi signify a relatively untapped bio-resource for novel exo-
polysaccharides molecules; however, marine fungi are evidenced with great indus-
trial significance during past decades. High molecular diversity, complexity and 
growth in unique and extreme habitats make the marine fungi produce unusual exo-
polysaccharides. However, due to their unique rheological properties, marine fungal 
exopolysaccharides have found several applications in the environment, food, cos-
metic and pharmaceutical industries. The current review emphasizes untapped 
marine fungi focusing on exploring the fungal exopolysaccharides with novel struc-
tures and unique functional properties.

Keywords Marine Fungi · Exopolysaccharides · Industrial applications · Unique 
functional properties
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Abstract: The use of multi-temporal satellite imaging helps to understand landscape 

dynamism through digital shift detection techniques. Integrated approach based on advanced 

applications of remote sensing and geographical information systems (GIS) lends itself as an 

efficient and effective result-oriented method for studying the development and management 

of water resources. Land use change pattern reveals the rate of change of groundwater 

recharge. It is necessary to identify the land use change in the past and present accessible land 

use, and its allocated and potential changes are major rudiments for planning and 

management. The current study shows the space and time dynamics of land 

utilization/decoration in the area of Porumamilla, Kadapa District, Andhra Pradesh. Landsat 

satellite imagery was obtained by earth explorer site for two separate periods of time, 

including Landsat Themedic Mapper (TM), quantifying changes in the field of research 2008 

to 20018 over the 10 years. Methodology for supervised classification was used in ERDAS 

2014 for maximum probability technologies. The photographs in the field of research were 

grouped into five classes: forestry, agriculture and wastelands, built-up, waterbodies. The 

findings show that over the past decade, land and build-up was increased by 3.48% (12.82 

km2) and by 4.03% (14.86 km2), while forestry, woodland and waterways were reduced by 

6.81% (25.1 km2) and 3.72% (13.7 km2) and 1.9% (7 km2), respectively. 

 

Key Words: Land use / Land cover, Remote Sensing, GIS, Erdas Imagine, Waterbodies. 
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Abstract: Much concern over soil pollution of heavy metals because of accelerated 

industrialization and urbanization has been addressed in recent years. The present research 

was conducted to examine the dispensation of potentially dangerous elements (PHEs) (Cr, 

Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn) concentrations in soils of the Bommasandra Industrial Area on the 

Varanasi – Kanyakumari National Highway (Longitude 77 ̊ 40' to 77 ̊ 45' and 12 ̊ 45' to 12 ̊ 

50' N Latitude), south-east of Bangalore City to determine the level of chemical 

contamination. Geologically, peninsular gneisses, close-pet granites, lateritic hills, and some 

basic dykes with undulating terrain are beset by the study area. The semi-arid type is the 

climate of the study area. Two hundred soil samples were collected from the Bommasandra 

industrial areas and tested for heavy metals using a Philips Magi X PRO-PW 2440 X-ray 

fluorescence spectrometer. According to the data, the soil in the region is heavily polluted 

with heavy metals such as Chromium (Cr) ranges from 11.8 to 335 mg/kg (average of 136 

mg/kg), Cu from 10 to 221 mg/kg (average of 77 mg/kg), Pb from 0 to 397 mg/kg (average 

of 21 mg/kg), Ni from 0 to 308 mg/kg (average of 98 mg/kg), and Zn from 11 to 435 mg/kg 

(average of 78 mg/kg). The distribution and association of heavy metals in soils was 

explored, as well as potential remedial steps. These findings are significant for the 

development of appropriate management strategies through the study of various remediation 

methods to reduce point and non-point pollution sources. 

 

Key words: Heavy metals; Urbanization; Industrialization; Remediation; Bommasandra. 
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1Chapter 3
2Value Added Products from Agriculture,
3Paper and Food Waste: A Source
4of Bioenergy Production

5M. Subhosh Chandra, M. Srinivasulu, P. Suresh Yadav,
6Bellamkonda Ramesh, Narasimha Golla, and Thummala Chandrasekhar

7

8Abstract Solid waste generated AU1from food mainly contains various organic com-
9pounds such as carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins. These biodegradable wastes
10mainly released from food, Agricultural, household, and hospitality segments. The
11waste material produced from food is frequently burned or discarded into open areas,
12which may also become a source of many severe health and environmental prob-
13lems. The management of waste material generated from food is done by transform
14into various value-added products, like phytochemicals, food supplements, bioactive
15materials, dietary fibers, safe to eat and important oils, bio fertilizers, biofuels, and
16single-cell proteins (SCP). Every year, enormous amounts of solid waste (sludge)
17from the wastewater treatment of paper manufactures have been created. They might
18be dumped into the landfill if they have heavy metals lower than the standard of the
19Department of Industrial Work and the Ministry of Industry. Now a day, the area of
20landfills is quite limited whereas solid waste has been accumulated. In the case of
21waste from agriculture biomass, a few of them are mixed with soil or applied as
22ingredients of the fertilizer. On the other hand, the value of the wastes is fairly low.
23Hence, the manufacture of value-added products, such as furniture cardboard, and
24packaging and the agricultural product from solid wastes could be useful. This
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Chapter 3
Influence of Significant Parameters
on Cellulase Production by Solid-State
Fermentation

M. Subhosh Chandra, P. Suresh Yadav, Pallaval Veera Bramhachari, and
Narasimha Golla

Abstract Cellulases become an area of unique attention in bioremediation methods
owing to their capability to breakdown cellulose. Development of cost-effective,
high titer of attractive enzymes by fungi is a challenge. The overproduction of
dynamic enzymes which cut various β-1,4-glycosidic bonds still wreck a challenge
and is the key blockage for the cellulosic biomass transformation. Microbes are an
eye-catching topic for production of cellulases because of their enormous prospec-
tive for production of cellulase, enzyme intricacy, and severe habitation variability.
Microbial cellulolytic enzymes are ideal because of their immense advantages in
number of industries. In fact, trend for cellulolytic enzymes is undeniably expanding
for their use in bioremediation, pharmaceuticals, pulp and paper, waste management,
food processing, and so on. Future research is ensuing into enhanced scientific
information in addition to the achievement of summit of the rising demands of
cellulase and associated enzymes for production of eco-friendly textiles, detergents,
bio-pulping, and bio-alcohols. Furthermore, it is opening novel paths for exploita-
tion of a variety of agricultural residues and pollutants as a basis of renewable energy
in lieu of throwing away to cause environmental degradation. In years to come,
newest knowledge of outstanding cellulolytic enzymes and acceptance of various
biotechnological approaches will undoubtedly bring immense vision in the field of
green chemistry. Hence, the present book chapter focused on fungal cellulases in
bioremediation and factors affecting cellulases production by solid-state fermenta-
tion (SSF).
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Chapter 16
Nanotechnology-A New Frontier in Medical
Microbiology

Silpa Somavarapu, Bellamkonda Ramesh, Ch. Venkatrayulu, and
M. Subhosh Chandra

Abstract Nanotechnology relates to microbiology at a number of levels as the
microbial entities are nano-machines. In the second half of this decade, nanotech-
nology expanding its applications in the field of medical microbiology. Nanotech-
nology is clinically appropriate and retains the potential to be valuable in the
diagnosis of general and microbial infections. The rapid detection of pathogenic
microbes at the point of care is extremely critical. The application of nanoparticles
permits for the detection of infectious pathogens in small sample volumes directly in
a sensitive, specific, and rapid format at lower costs than current in-use technologies.
A bio-conjugated nanoparticle-based bioassay for in situ pathogen quantification can
detect a single microbe. The waveguide technology is an emergent area in the
medical microbiology for the fast and successful diagnosis of infectious diseases.
Nanotechnology is demonstrated for the detection of Avian influenza virus H5N1,
Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV), HIV, and Severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) Coronavirus in clinical samples with a great degree of sensitivity.
Nanoparticle-based bio-barcode amplification (BCA) assay is being applied for
early detection of HIV-1 capsid antigen. The gold nanoparticle interferometer sensor
has been validated for detection of Herpes simplex virus (HSV) and silver nanorod
array substrates can detect spectral differences between the viral strains. A nanopar-
ticle label technology with highly fluorescent chelated nanoparticle label has been
developed for Adenovirus and Human papillomavirus (HPV). The nano-gold
labelled amplification is a novel technique for the detection of Hepatitis B virus,
Hepatitis C virus, and Hepatitis E virus in patient’s samples. Norovirus is a leading
cause of gastroenteritis and nanospray mass spectrometry is evaluated for norovirus
detection. With the manifestation and intensification of microbes resistant to antibi-
otics, silver nanoparticle antiseptics have been evaluated for the antimicrobial
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Eco-friendly Microbial Biofuel Production
from Waste 4
Mekapogu Madakka, Nambi Rajesh, Nadimikeri Jayaraju,
Ballari Lakshmanna, Hosur Hanumegowda Kumaraswamy, and
Brijendra Kumar Kashyap

Abstract

The rapid consumption of liquid fossil fuels not only causes depletion of energy
source but also gives rise to the pollution problem of air, land and water
increasing greenhouse gases which is concerned with climatic changes like global
warming which in turn raises the sea level. An eco-friendly alternative of energy,
i.e. biofuel, is required, which is a promising technology as it reduces the
problems of production of eco-friendly energy, zero CO2 emission and cost-
effective fuels. This makes it of high demand across the world over conventional
fuels. Scientists are concentrating on biomass-based biofuels, especially agricul-
tural biomass and wastes which can transform into liquid biofuels with the
versatile use of microbes. Production of renewable energy biofuels with the
versatile utilization of microbes from the biological waste and biomass can reduce
this threatening concern to a massive extent. Over the past few years, there has
been a steady increase in the use of microbes as they have diversified metabolic
activity, which enables substantial biofuels production utilizing different
substrates. For the production of ethanol, bacteria utilize sugars, and cellulolytic
microbes utilize substrates which are driven from plants. Atmospheric CO2 is
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Byproduct Valorization of Vegetable Oil
Industry Through Biotechnological
Approach

8

Kumaraswamy Hanumegowda Hosur, Usha Kiran Betha,
Kamlesh K. Yadav, Madakka Mekapogu, and
Brijendra Kumar Kashyap

Abstract

Vegetable oil industry produces oil cakes or meals as byproducts after the
expulsion and/or extraction of oil from oleaginous materials including oilseeds.
The oil cakes or meals can serve various needs of humankind once utilized
properly not only in the form of food, feed, and/or concentrated manures but
also as sources of various nutraceutically, pharmaceutically, and/or industrially
important compounds or phytochemicals. The presence of protein, mineral, and
special constituents in oil cake or meal makes it an important component of food
and/or feed formulations, provided it is enabled by scientific and technological
information and methodologies and supported by enabling policy ecosystem. In
this context, there exists a need to review the latest literature on various techno-
logical approaches for the valorization of the byproducts of vegetable oil industry.
The present chapter is an attempt to bring to the readers an up-to-date and
comprehensive information on research and technology in the area of utilizing
vegetable oil cakes/meals by way of harnessing the nutritional components and
alleviating the problems of antinutritional and/or toxic (or poisonous)
components. Though various approaches are discussed, a special emphasis is
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ABSTRACT
The present paper enumerates 103 species from Kurnool district of Andhra Pradesh belonging to 41 
genera under 22 families including two new records to India viz. Caloplaca obscurella (J. Lahm) Th. 
Fr. and Porina subargillacea Müll Arg. and also the district includes 20 new distributional records to 
Andhra Pradesh while 17 species were found endemic to India. Among the 22 families the district 
includes 2 new distributional records of lichen families Thelenellaceae and Monoblastiaceae with the 
genera Thelenella and Anisomeridium. Among the different growth forms, the crustose lichens exhibited 
the maximum diversity represented by 67 (65%) species followed by 21 (20%) foliose, 13 (13%) 
squamulose and 2 (2%) species of leprose lichen. Based on their habitat the corticolous lichens exhibited 
the maximum diversity represented by 56 (54%) species followed by 46 (45%) species of saxicolous 
and single (1%) species of terricolous. The member of lichen families Caliciaceae, Lecanoraceae and 
Teloschistaceae shows their maximum diversity in the district represented by 16, 13 and 10 species. 
Among the 41 genera the Lecanora and Caloplaca exhibit maximum diversity represented by 13 and 
10 species. The crustose species Caloplaca poliotera (Nyl.) Stein. and a squamulose species Peltula 
euploca (Ach.) Poelt found growing luxuriantly on the exposed rock represented by single species each 
from 7 localities. Out of 14 localities surveyed in the district, Ahobilam forest and Kolanubharathi 
represents the maximum diversity of lichens with 29 and 28 species. Brief descriptions of both the 
new records are provided with microphotographs and their world distribution.
Keywords: Diversity, Eastern Ghats, Nallamalla Forest, South India, Taxonomy. 

INTRODUCTION

Kurnool district is one of the 13th districts in Andhra Pradesh (Fig.1) well known for 
its Nallamalla reserve forests which considered as part of the Eastern Ghats with hot 

Diversity and Distribution of Lichens in Andhra Pradesh 
including two new records for India
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Abstract: Fluoride is generally referred to as a double-edged sword as dental caries are 

related to dental caries, but enormous intake causes dental and skeletal fluorosis. Fluoride in 

ground water comes due to dissolution of natural minerals in the rocks, soils into which 

water interacts. Toxic fluoride concentration in drinking water is noted in several areas 

around the world and millions of people depend on groundwater with range of 

concentrations exceeding the World Health Organization (WHO) guideline level of 1.5 

mg/L. In India, 65 million individuals are believed to be affected by endemic fluorosis. With 

a proposal to resolve the problem, the Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission has 

been established to monitor fluorosis. Nalgonda technique, Prasanti activated alumina 

technology, UNICEF in India using defluoridation based on households have been 

developed. A simple and economical domestic defluoridation process was developed by 

various researchers on the basis of findings and comprehensive investigations. This paper 

seeks with recent techniques on defluoridation studies using traditional and unconventional 

materials and to compile the various pros and cons of these defluoridation techniques, 

including prashanti activated alumina technology, membrane method, water treatment 

residues (WTR), Fe3O4/Al2O3 nanoparticles adsorption using red mud, clay, bauxite, clay, 

Mentha longifolia. 

 

Key Words: Emerging trends, Defluoridation, Ground water, Fluorosis, India 
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CHAPTER 14 

 Mechanisms Involved in Microbes and Heavy metal 
Interactions in Bioremediation 
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Abstract: Anthropogenic activities raises pollutants in nature which is becoming a serious 

threat to all life forms. Elimination of pollutants at contaminated place is very important for 

safe ecosystem. Simultaneously removal of contaminants is attractive scheme for their 

remediation. Many conventional techniques are used as treatment solution, but they are not 

attractive due to different parameters. Now a days the novel, cost effective and ecofriendly 

technique is using the microorganisms. They take part a very important role in bio 

geochemical cycles and bio transformations, decomposition, mineral and metal 

transformations, bio weathering and sediment formation. Microorganisms have different 

mechanism which can effect changes in metal toxicity, mobility, speciation, mineral 

deterioration, dissolution and formation. These mechanisms play a crucial role in cycling of 

metals and elements which are associated with soil, rocks and minerals. Microbial 

mechanisms involve active efflux or sequestration with insoluble compounds or proteins, 

through which they may detoxify or metabolize the heavy meals like Zn, As, Cd Ni, Pd, Hg. 

This book chapter explains about the chemistry involved in different metal microbe 

interaction. 

 

Key words: Microbes, Heavy metals, Environment, Bioremediation. 
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Groundwater Geochemistry: Pollution and Remediation Methods, First Edition.
Edited by Sughosh Madhav and Pardeep Singh.
© 2021 John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Published 2021 by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

3

3.1  Introduction

Salinity is a major social, economic, and environmental menace in climates with low 
rainfall and high evapotranspiration (Jabbar and Chen  2008; Abuelgasim and 
Ammad  2018). In general, the surface water supply in arid and semi-arid climates is 
scarce, which shifts the attention of policymakers to groundwater. Groundwater in these 
regions is very limited and considered a major resource for sustaining terrestrial ecosys-
tems (Balaji et al. 2019a, b; Huang et al. 2019). In addition, intense urbanisation, demand 
for freshwater due to an increase in population, and poor management strategies have 
generated additional stress to this limited resource which leads to lowering groundwater 
levels (Cosgrove and Loucks 2015; Nagaraju et al. 2016). Therefore, people dig bore wells 
to great depths for groundwater that are basically rich in soluble salts (Miglietta 
et al. 2017; Akinlalu and Afolabi 2018). Among complex environmental issues such as 
droughts, heavy blowing winds, heatwaves, and floods, salinity is also a major issue. It 
turns soils and irrigated land more saline, which impairs crop growth and leads to low 
production and land degradation (Shrivastava and Kumar 2015). Moreover, salinity is a 
serious public health concern and its consequences are seen mostly in coastal drylands. 
Consuming a higher amount of salt increases blood pressure, which increases the risk of 
cardiovascular disease that induces heart stroke and attack. Nowadays, it accounts for a 
large number of deaths worldwide. Among various direct and indirect sources, salinity is 
one of many serious issues that affect the hydrological cycle in terms of water quality 
deterioration (Pulido-Bosch et al. 2018). In urban landscapes (non-agricultural lands) it 
affects the structures by subsidence, corrosion, and water quality deterioration. All these 
practices result in the loss of arable lands that affects terrestrial habitats, particularly in 

Balaji Etikala1, Narsimha Adimalla2, Sughosh Madhav3, 
Srinivasa Gowd Somagouni4, and P.L. Keshava Kiran Kumar4
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Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) are novel and inspiring material with

unique traits and various applications. Multifunctional MNPs can be

prepared using physicochemical and biological methods. Though,

exploiting physicochemical routes requires high energy, and cost, it

also leads to environmental damage via harmful chemical solvent

utilization, consequently rising noxiousness and health concerns.

In this regard, green extract mediated synthesis of MNPs has

recently arisen as an eco-friendly method for synthesizing MNPs.

Importantly covered, synthetic processes of MNPs using green

natural products alike plant extracts and micro-organisms such

as algae, bacteria, fungi, etc. Besides, the various parameters like

Nanomaterials for Spectroscopic Applications
Edited by Kaushik Pal
Copyright c© 2021 Jenny Stanford Publishing Pte. Ltd.
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Dietary methyl farnesoate, a potential growth inducer in male 
crab Oziothelphusa senex senex 
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Abstract. Insect juvenile hormone-like compound methyl farnesoate (MF), identified through 

‘reverse endocrinology’ in crustaceans is a sesqui-terpenoid and plays crucial role in growth 

well proved by direct administration into the animals at laboratory conditions. However, these 

studies are not reached to the cultural ponds. Moreover, dietary supplementation of MF and its 

effects on growth in crustaceans is still at infancy. The present study tested MF (concentration 

of 10
-9

, 10
-8

 and 10
-7 

moles/crab added to commercial shrimp pellet diet) in the growth of male 

crab Oziothelphusa senex senex (Oss) supplemented every alternative day for about 40 days. 

Along with experimental group control and eyestalk removed (ESX) groups are maintained. 

Dietary MF induced significant enhancement in the growth of male crab. The most effective 

group MF 10
-8 

moles/crab supplemented. The frequency of growth induction found in this 

study is MF 10
-8

>10
-9

>10
-7

 moles/crab ≤ ESX and molted percentage is 27.5%, 17.5%, 10%, 

10% in each group, respectively. The dietary supplementation of MF effective in inducing 

growth in cultured crustaceans thereby increases the yield of crustacean protein.  
 

1.  Introduction   
Crustacean aquaculture industry plays crucial position in producing quality protein in agriculture. The 

flavour, deliciousness and limited availability of crustacean protein made it as one of the precious 
proteinaceous food on the globe. The worldwide production of crustacean protein facing many 

problems/difficulties. Methods are in pipeline to produce quality protein by inducing growth in culture 

species. One of such common technique followed to induce growth is traditional eyestalk ablation 

(ESX), where one-sided (unilateral) or two-sided (bilateral) eyestalk ablation tests were conducted [1]. 

Consequently, ablation of eyestalk triggers ecdysteroid secretion from Y-organ thereby induces 

precocious molting and tested in many decapods [2-4]. Although, ESX induces molting effectively in 

Aquaculture species, but it has its own limitations. ESX endorses with mortality owing loss of large 
amount of hemolymph and causes mortality. A few alternatives are in search alongside ESX and one 

of the best methods to improve crustacean protein identified in many studies using growth regulating 

hormone(s) manipulation. A process where exogenous molecules/chemicals exposed to the test animal 
for its growth enhancement called endocrine manipulation. Crustacean growth has been manipulated 

using a list of internal and external endocrine modulators [5-7]. 
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Nonlinear Radiative Williamson Fluid
Against a Wedge with Aligned Magnetic
Field

K. Subbarayudu, L. Wahidunnisa, S. Suneetha, and P. Bala Anki Reddy

Abstract The foremost importance of this presentation is to explore the nonlinear
thermal radiation on a Williamson liquid model on a wedge in the company of a heat
generation/absorption which is not uniform. An aligned magnetic field, Brownian
diffusion and thermophoresis aspects are also investigated. The flow and temperature
equations are derived and solved by Runge–Kutta based MATLAB bvp4c solver.
Results for different flow characteristics are plotted through graphs and discussed
in detail. The wall temperature raises as temperature ratio parameter increases and
results in a deep penetration for temperature. The concentration of the species seems
to be increased with Brownian diffusion and radiation.

Keywords Williamson fluid model · Wedge shape geometry · Aligned magnetic
field · Nonlinear thermal radiation

1 Introduction

The contemporary era, researchers are doing many experimental and theoretical stud-
ies on the fluid flow and transformation of energy in the non-Newtonian fluid models
that have significant applications in engineering, for instance, emulsions, lubricants,
polymers, and nuclear fuel slurries. Some alive rheological models are Power law,
Carreau, Jeffery, Williamson fluid, and so forth. Out of these, Williamson fluid model
is a simple model to suggest the viscoelastic nature and shear thin out features which
were introduced by Williamson [1] in 1929. The fluid flow and transfer of heat across
wedge-shaped geometries are important in several engineering applications and also
in fluid dynamics. Particularly such flows occur in aerodynamics, heat exchangers,
geothermal industries, and so on. A number of surveys have been found consid-
ering Williamson wedge flow in Ref. [2–4]. The study of fluid past a wedge with
MHD has vital applications in nuclear reactor cooling, MHD power generators and
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Department of Applied Mathematics, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa 516005, India
e-mail: suneethayvu@gmail.com
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Chapter 17
Chitosan Nanoparticles: An Overview
on Preparation, Characterization
and Biomedical Applications

Arundathi Mesa, Grace Sugandha SowjanyaMythatha, Rathna Silviya Lodi,
Sudheer Ravuri, and Ramesh Balli

Abstract Chitosan (CS) and Chitosan nanoparticles (CNPs) have multifaceted
applications in medicine, agriculture, pharmaceutics, tissue engineering, waste
water treatment and food industries. CS is recognized as a less or non-toxic,
biocompatible polymer by US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for wound
dressing as well as in dietary application. The properties of CS have upgraded by
making their nanoparticles. Due to their exceptional properties including nanosize
with large surface area to volume ratio, presence of reactive groups (�NH2 and
�OH), cationic nature (NH3

+), bioadhesivity, biocompatibility, bioavailability and
biodegradable nature; CNPs are explored in many ways in biomedical filed as an
antimicrobial agent, wound healing agent, scaffolds for tissue engineering, anti-
tumour agent in cancer therapy, carriers for gene and drug delivery, etc. In this
chapter we highlight on CNPs preparation, characterization and certain important
biomedical applications.

Keywords Chitosan (CS) · Chitosan nanoparticles (CNPs) · Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) · Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) · Tripolyphosphate
(TPP)
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Chapter 14
CRISPR/Cas13: A Novel and Emerging
Tool for RNA Editing in Plants

Deepu Pandita , Chandra Obul Reddy Puli,
and Sudhakar Reddy Palakolanu

Abstract Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)
and CRISPR-associated protein (Cas) act as an adaptive immune system against
invading nucleic acids and bacteriophages in bacteria and archaea. Based on the
constitution of effector protein, CRISPR/Cas is broadly divided into multiple types
and subtypes. Among these, type VI CRISPR/Cas system is of special attention
with four subtypes, namely, VI-A, VI-B, VI-C, and VI-D, and are believed to have
evolutionary origin from transposons. These subtypes exhibit variations in struc-
tural architecture and mechanism and have diverse Cas13a (C2c2), Cas13b1 (C2c6),
Cas13b2 (C2c6), Cas13c (C2c7) and Cas13d effector proteins. CRISPR/Cas13
ribonuclease processes pre-crRNA to mature crRNA which targets and knockdown
single-stranded RNA of phage genome during viral interference. The high speci-
ficity RNA guiding and RNA-targeting capacity of this protein enables to fuse with
several effector molecules, opening new avenues in the field of Cas13-mediated RNA
targeting, tracking, and editing. CRISPR/Cas13 has a unique feature of targeting
RNAs including plants, so it can be used as a new tool for engineering interference
against plant pathogens including RNA viruses, with better specificity and for other
RNA modifications in plants. Fluorescent probe-tagged deactivated programmable
Cas13 proteins could be used as an alternative tool for in vitro RNA studies. The
engineered Cas13 can also be used for programmable RNA editing. The high target
specificity, low cost, and user-friendly operation of CRISPR/Cas13 make this an
effective tool for several RNA-based research studies and applications. Therefore,
the focus of this chapter is upon classification of CRISPR/Cas system, structural
and functional diversity of type VI CRISPR/Cas system including its discovery and
origin, mechanism, and role of Cas13 in RNA editing of plants.
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Abstract 

Shakespeare the unparalleled monarch in the realm of dramatic world is best remembered 

for his stupendous contribution not merely to the literary world but for his philosophical, 

spiritual and psychological insights present in his plays. The bard who wrote for pleasure 

influenced the world touching upon different aspects of the life and its facets . His dramatic 

art has been optimally explored  by movie makers and the cinematic treatment enhanced the 

worth and value of his plays. It is  easy to  fathom   the depth of his artistic talent  in his 

works but a few skillful artists of the glamorous world of films have been successful in 

unveiling Shakespeare’s plays on the celluloid with utmost talent and creative ability . The 

present paper titled Visual Pleasure in Shakespeare’s film adaptations with Special 

Reference to Vishal Bharadwaj’s Omkara    brings into context the directorial talent and  

success in adapting  Shakespeare’s play  Othello , a tragedy packed with  emotional intensity. 

The film which was produced in 2006 received adequate critical acclaim.  

Introduction 

 William Shakespeare, a creative genius, who reigned the kingdom of dramatic art and who 

continues to inspire the connoisseurs of art and literature needs no special introduction. 

Introducing him is placing mirror before the Sun for his uniqueness  in  terms exemplary 

contribution  to the world of letters  and creative output he is best remembered . His plays 

touch upon every aspect of life and its different facades. They are not without spiritual and 

philosophical content. Every emotion of life is presented in rich and vivid terms reflecting his  

deep insight about human behavior. The treasured utterances from his plays are oft quoted 

and embellishing every discourse.  Film makers have been successful to explore   his plays by 

lending them cinematic treatment bringing enriched grace to his dramatic talent. Most of  the 

film adaptations of Shakespeare have received tremendous success artistically as well as 

commercially. It is certainly a massive task to adapt a play and tune it for the celluloid. 
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Chapter 8
Sugar Alcohols and Osmotic Stress 
Adaptation in Plants

Ramachandra Reddy Pamuru, Chandra Obul Reddy Puli, Deepu Pandita, 
and Shabir Hussain Wani

Abstract Sugar alcohols or polyols are derivatives of sugars produced in high 
amounts during salt or drought (abiotic) stress in plants. A number of sugar alcohols 
identified in plants include manitol, sorbitol, D-ononitol, pinitol, adonitol, ribitol, 
glucitol etc., which are classified as cyclic and non-cyclic polyols. Osmoregulation 
is a phenomenon of regulating constant fluid osmotic pressure in cells through salt 
and water concentrations during abiotic stress conditions. In plants, abiotic stress 
induces water loss, and at the same time, they release osmolytes including sugar 
alcohols which maintains osmoregulation. Sugar alcohols play a crucial role in 
osmotic adaptations and exert tolerance to salt and drought stress in plants. Due to 
the importance of sugar alcohols in crop improvement its metaolism, osmotic adap-
tations and role of transformational studies are discussed in the present chapter.

Keywords Sugar alcohols or polyols · Drought · Salt stress · Osmoregulation · 
Transformation
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Abstract: Biotechnology a field of biological applications for the betterment human life. 

Advancement in biological sciences in combination with physical and chemical sciences to 

make products using microbes or living systems is called biotechnology. Various 

developments in proteomics, genomics, recombinant DNA technology, immunotherapies, 

pharmaceuticals, and disease diagnosis are included in human welfare. Role of biotechnology 

in varies fields of human interest is drastically improved in the early 21st century. This chapter 

deals about the advancements of biotechnology in the field of agriculture and medicine. 

 

Key words: Biotechnology, r-DNA Technology, Transgenic Plants and Animals, Biological 

Products, Pharmaceuticals 
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Abstract 

The business and management education could play a pivotal role in social uplift 
and triggering the entrepreneurial spirit in a sociery. The business schools face several 
challenges in terms of imparting quality education. External environmental forces and 

stakeholders continuously put pressure on the business schools to adapt the changes 
happening in the business world. The rapid irend of globalization and echnological
changes have made difficult for organizations to survive in the competitive world As a 

result the importance of management education has increased many folds. Business 
executives need to update their skills due to sudden changes in the external environment.

In order to meet the challenges of the future, the reform of the higher education could 
be unavoidable. The Education Institutions need to strive to achieve balance between 
the education cost and the quality. One of the major criticisms of MBA schools is the 

gap berween theory and practice.

Keywords: Business, Management Education, Skills, Theory and Practice.

I. Introduction
Management education is considered as elistist as it attracts young men and women who 

are usually motivated by the positive consequences associated with management education. In 
India higher education especially management education is witnessing a exponential growth in 

terns of number of institutes imparting management education which are usually termed as business 
school. The management education plays an essential role in today's dynamic business 
environment. The rapid trend of globalization and technological changes have made difficult for 
organizations to survive in the competitive world. As a result the importance of management
education has been increased many folds. Business executives need to update their skills due to 

sudden changes in the extemal environment. Due to the increasingly complex nature of organization 
and businesses, there is a need that the business schools impart relevant, current, and cutting 
edge knowledge to the students. This research also idenifies some of the emerging areas in the 
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Assistant Professor, Department of Business Management, Yogi Vemana University. Kadapa 

Abstract 

In this paper, we have examined the present status of management education in 

India. The key issues have been identified for bringing efficiency, sufficiency and 

equity in the overall system of higher education including management education.

Abilities of head and heart, skills and knowledge (ASK) are the engines of economic 

growth and human development of any economy like India. In reality we are responding 

more effectively and promptly to challenges and opportunities of globalization which 

means internationalization of Indianization for all of us. I has created avenues for 

jobs for skilled professional in management. According to Economic Survey 2011-12. 

India is going to be the youngest nation with largest work force in the world which 

possesses the potential to become an economic superpower. Future technologies call 

for cusp of a revolutionary change in management education for meeting the growing 

requirements of the industry. 

Keywords: Management Education, Policy Formulation, Knowledge-Oriented 

Paradigm of Development 

Introduction 

Indian economy is going to emerge as a knowledge economy with third largest technical 

manpower in the world after US and China. However, compared to our population (1210.19 
miliion-201l census) it is not significant and there is a tremendous potential and scope of ensuring 

efficiency, sufficiency and equity. In India, the emphasis has been on general education, with 

vOcational education at the receiving end. This has resulted in large number of educated people 

remaining unemployed which justifies the rationale for vocationalisation of education. In the new 

Knowledge economy, to achieve professional, managerial, operational, and behavioral, inter 

personal and inter functional skills, India needs flexible education and training system that will 

provide the foundation for learning to develop required competencies with morality, credibility

and accountability (MCA) through spirituality- the science of soul which can make us superior to 

anyone in the World. By changing the tracks of our thoughts we can turn the tides in our favor. 

We need to open the windows of the mind and spirit by spiritual revolution above religious 

diferences. We need to transnit the Incdian wisdom flowing from our epics with mental superionity 
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Management Education in India: Issues & Challenge 

Chapter- 14 
Recent Trends, Emerging Issues and Implications Involved in Management Education: India 

Dr. S Subba Reddy 
Assistant Professor, Department of Business Management, Yogi Vemana University. Kadapa-516005. 

Abstract 

Usually, students are fascinated towards management education, as it is driven by Higher Education in India is experiencing an exponential growth in 

positive results. 

terms of the number of institutions providing management education, management education which is commonly called business school. The present paper tries to find out the current state of management education in India, this paper also studies the rends prevalent in management education in India, and tries to explore the implications involved in management education in India on industry and indi iduals. In addition. it 
tries to study the emerging issues of management education and find the implementation of the policy and the potential towards improving management education in India. 
This paper will fill the gap between existing literatures, as not much work has been 
done in this area. 

Keywords: Management Education, Management, Business School, India 

Introduction 

The development of management education can be traced back to the 18h century. From 
18 century to 21* century, management education has seen lot of changes and development. 
Management education in India is predominately a derivative of western management thought 
and practice. Occasionally, management schools draw some inferences from Indian epics, shastras 
and practices. It may be worthwhile to notice that management itselfas a discipline, evolved from 
Tundamental disciplines of philosophy. psychology, economics, accounting. computer science, 
mathematics, statistics and industrial engineering. In India, management education is seen as 
Cxclusive. Often, young men and women are attracted to management education not because 
ey need some education, exposure and experience to create something wonderful, and hence 
o useful society but are usually motivated by the positive consequences associated with 

nanagement education. In 21" century, India witnessed atransfomnation in its educational system. 

rOcess of liberalization, privatization. globalization has not only replaced traditional approach 
dmore efficient professional approach; but also introduced new age courses in accordance 
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Chapter- 17 
Emerging Trends, Issues and Challenges Faced 

by Management Education in India 
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'Rescareh Scholar (Part-Time). Yogi Vemana University, YSR Kadapa-5I605 Assistant Professor, Dr. B R Ambedkar Institute of Management and Technology. Baghlingampally, Hyderabad-500044, Telangana. 
Assistant Professor. Department of Business Management. Yogi Vemana Univers1ty. YSR Kadapa-516005, Andhra Pradesh. 

E-Mail: mazced22@gmail.com sarithamsg@yahoo.co.in 

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. It is to assist local authorities in the evaluation 

of their own systems of quality assurance and educational development, or quality 
developmeni as it is increasingly known, and to set out the quality indicators which 

will provide the basis for extemal inspection and Best Value scrutiny of the education 

functions of local authorities. Through self-evaluation, authorities will be supported 
in providing continuously-improving services in their area and meeting the requirements 
of the Best Value initiative. The fact that the quality indicators will be used for inspection 

and other forms of external scrutiny removes any mystique from the inspection process. 
Although purposes and audiences may be different, the language and basis for self 
and external evaluation should be the same so that there can be an open and honest 

dialogue and consistency across different areas and diferent evaluators. 

Keywords: Management Education, Quality. Improvement, Emerging Trends. 

I. Introduction 

Management Education is all about leaming different skills and to apply them for mutual and 
multi faceted growth and value creation. Its aim is to create the desired competence for the 

optimum and most productive utilizaion of man and matenials. In this volatile and fast changing 

Scenano when every other day new technology is emerging and rendering the older one obsolete 

and outdatled, it is imperative that management education should be dynamic and responsive 

towards the new challenges that are knocking at its doorstep. As an emerging and promising 

cconomy, India is the arena of all business and industuial activities and a uch sought after destination 

1or every global player. In this backdrop, it is essential to develop necessary educational 

1nIrastructure, equipment and tools in the field of management education to equip the students 

with desired skills and capabilities to enable them to deliver and ake a dent. Creating an indigenous 

model education in India for today is the most challenging task faced by the business schools. 
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Chapter- 24 
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Research Scholar, Yogi Vemana University .Kadapa-516005, AP Research Supervisor, YVU, Kadapa E-Mail: haritareddy.munagala@gmail.com 

Ahstract 

Management education has taken different shapes in India. During 1985-90, due 

10 privatization, management education was offered by several institutions and it was 
ike a mushroom grOwth. The regulatory bodies were allotted to grow it like an 

unorganiced sector But after 2010, slowly the regulatory bodies started controlling 
ihe managenment institutions, mainly by using lformation Technology. In India 
management education has made significant growth since its inception in 1950s, and 

by the mid1960s India became one of the leaders in the field of management education. 
Al present. India has the second largest number of business schools in the world. 
However, the expanding of B-Schools in India led by globalization has resulted in an 
intense competition among the B-Schools themselve 

issues and challenges in the changing time affecting the quality of management 

education in the country. 

8ving rise to many contemporary 

Keywords: Management Education, Information Technology. B-School, 

Globalization 

Introduction 
Present corporate world is full of competition. New technologies are emerging every day. 

and everything is turning towards globalization. In such challenging situation, young managers 

pOssessing management degree turn out to be survivors. The biggest challenge of the corporate 

worid is to produce efficient managers. A management degree from a reputed institution certifies 

uidt the person holding the degree has enough managerial skills required to face the competition. 

adiagement courses develops skillful workforce which constitutes of leaders of future as well 

1npetitive managers. Today managers are in great demand in every sector of economy

eds a huge reservoir each year of people who are trained for business and tor nxunagement 

mands is to last for coming years. But it is matter of concern whether the demand is tor 

ey have been taught. In management 
education, quality has become a necessity. To make 

dntellectual capital of the world, we have to create a dynamic environment, which can 

encoura 
life superior quality management 

education colleges and eftort should be nmade to breathe 

e into management education. 
197 
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Research Scholar, 'Research Supervisor 

Department of Business Management, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa-5 16005, A.P. India 

Abstract 

The world and working life changing gradually and dramalically so it requires a 

demand of management education. An efficient management education is needed for 

even country as the efficient managers are required to run the corporate world. This 

active mamagers with skills ,abilities are available when they got education from g0od 

institutions. There are so many challenges faced to transformation of management 
education. The study going to reveal the current challenges in implementation of 

management education and development of management education in future and how 

it is important to us. The main purpose of the study is transformation of current 

management education into future and it identifies the present position of management 
education in India. The study is purely based on collection of secondary data and it 

uses descriptive research design. 

Keywords: B-Schools. pedagogy. quality education, challenges. 

History 
Management is part of a civilization. Management skills are found in ancient civil Mohanzadaro 

and Harrapan civilization. Srimath Bagavadgeeta written many years back there found out 

managerial wisdom and how to avoid conflict. Great epics of Ramayana, Mahabarata, Vedas. 

srutis. puranas, teach us management. The Vedas like Brahmanas, Darmasutras also have details 

of management, wisdom, skills. Koutilya, popularly known as Chanakya, prime minister o 
Chandra gupta mourya famous for administration skills. 

Education in India known from British rule. It is oriented towards generating of skills that 
can do more than think. Globalization has created many challenges in the education and creëic 
more challenges. opportunities of the world that enter into India also. It suggested think out ot 

the box in education rather than just learning. 
New era of Management education started in INDIA and formal management educ 

was initiated 50 years back. From 1990'S onwards the management education was starteu still it is going to many paradigm shifts to get right shape. 

und 
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Asst. Professor, 'Research Scholar 

adapa 
Yogi vemana University. Department of Management Studies, Togivemana University.Kad 

Abstract 
Education is a potential driver of gowth and is the best tool for minimizing econo 

condition. geting better health. reducing gender inequality. increasing harmmo 
maintaining firmness. The main objective of the present paper is to know the evolution 

of management education in India & to identify its important issues and challenges 

India higher education especially Managenment eaucation is winlessing a exponential 

growth in terms of number of institutes tmparting management educaton which are 

usually te rmed as Business School. The paper describes the rise of managemen: 

ny. and 

education in India. relevance and signifcance. different issues and challenges faced 
by B-schools in India and strategies to improve with emphasis on faculty retention 

faculry development. functional literacy and academic excellence. Further it tries to 
study emerging issues of Management education, and to find inplementation of posible 

direction and policy towards improvement of management education in India. 

Keywords: Management Education, Management, Business School 

1. Introduction: 

Education is defined as the learning of knowledge, Skill & practices of one group, who 

transfer the infomnation from generation to generation through Mentoring. Coaching and Guidane 

with means of extensive research. In other wonds Education is the systematic process of instnuection 

in School. Colleges and Universities that enables to practice the theory into practice. Managenem 
edacation is one anong those which got a new dimension with this changing time. hitially Maketing 
Finance and Human Resource .Management were considered as functional area of managermen 

but now management education covers much more functional area like Operations, Infomatim 

Technology. Intermational Busines Supply Chain Management, retail and much more to add o 

the 
2. Brief Evolution of Management Education: 

The Evolution of management education in India dates back to the late 1940s. The tint 
department of management studies was set up at Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore n 
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Chapter- 28 
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Assistant Professor & Co-ondinator, Dept.of MBA, Yogivemana University. Kadapa. Research Scholar, Dept.of MBA, Yogivemana University. Kadapa. 

Abstract 

7he Indian economy is growing at a rapid pace generating significant opportunities in the fields of ll, manufacturing, pharmaceutical, etc. But we also need to understand 

rhat a rapid economc growth through these sectors can only happen with the help of 
highly skilled managers, which will give the coun1ry a necessary impetus for each 
sector's developmenl. This is the reason why the nation is springing up more and more 

business management colleges. Management education in India is booming with over 
1000 business schools providing the same. 

In the 1990s, Indian Government liberalized business education, resuling in rapid 

growth of Management Institutes offering both graduate and undergraduate levels to 
programmers. Indian management education is almost a replica of US business 

education, especially in the field of pedagogy, curricula, industry interface and 
academic research nmodels, but it is observed that Indian management institutes are 
struggling hard to inplement multiple adaptations due to differences in the work culture 
structure. As a result of globalization, many shifts are found in the functioning of 
industries worldwide requiring multi-skill manpower rather than merely knowledge- 
oriented. Top Institutes of Management are contimually changing content & distribution 
modes. This paper examines the insights and overview of management educarion in 

India. 

Keywords: Education, management, Indian economy, business, globalization 

Introduction 
The Indian economy is growing at a rapid pace generating significant IT, manufacturing, 

pnarmaceutical, etc. opportunities. But we also need to understand that rapid economic growth 

hrough these sectors can only come about with the aid of highly skilled managers, which will give 

ue country a necessary impetus for each sector's development. This is the reason why the nation 

S spinging up more and more business management colleges. Management education in India is 

d ns peak with over 1000 business schools providing the same. 

In addition, India's latest educational policy-Foreign Universities Bill further signifies an 

nCrease in the country's number of foreign business schools leading to better education through 

EObal exchange of ideas. However, you will be surprised to know that, for that matter, an Indian 
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Assistant Professor, CBIT College, Proddatur. 

Abstract 

Management education in the current scenario seems to be diversified across the 

spheroid which plays a decisive role when talking about qualified education. The 
major issues lying around us in terms of education like the personality development 
sessions, faculty development programmes , employment opportunities and 

compensation for the MBA graduates are not up to the mark .Nowa day's B-schools 
are facing a lot issues because of lack of quality education, developing worthy 
curriculum poor technology for the class room lectures and governance and 

accountabilin. Here we can find indigent regulatory frame work or malfunctioning of 
regulatory bodies . It seems there is a shortage of context and concept in the education 
and gives more priority for the communication dealing with lot of seminars and group 
discussions. Here in this paper we are analyzing the current scenario of management 
education and remarkable insights that may be valuable for the benefit of stakeholders. 

Keywords: Management education, lack of quality education, worthy curriculunm, 
B-school governance, malfunctioning of regulatory bodies. 

Management Education in India:- An Overview 

Today's Indian Economy has been changing at a fast pace with the emerging era of Pharma, 
IT and Manufacturing sectors but the lack of quality production has been identified in every 
sector that is amply because of skilled managers to give our country a desired impetus for the 
deveiopment of each sector. Thus identified the importance of management education which 

springs up the budding managers in our nation. Now in India there are about 1000 B-Schools 
offering the same. 

Introducing new educational policy-foreign universities Bill means that foreign business schools 
in the country have been listed as a leading B-Schools, however it was surprised to know tha Indian B-schools are far better than any other B-schools among Asian ones, why because ndians discuss the global ideas and class room lectures even the brain storming sessions also in Engus unlike otherAsian countries B-schools like China, Japan where they teach in their national language only. 
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Chapter- 30 
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Research Scholar, Department of Management Studies, YVU-Kadapa Assistant Professor, Department of Management Studies, YVU-Kadapa 

Abstract 

The Indian economy Is growing8 at a fast pace creating conside rable opportunities 
the field of IT, manufacturing, pharma, ete. But we also have to realize that a rapid 
cconomic growth through these sectors can happen only with the help of amply skilled 
manag which will give the country a desired impetus for the development of each 

sector. But the biggest challenge for businesses operating in the dynamic environment 
of today is the need of competent managers. The hndian government liberalized the 
business education market over the 1990s resulting in a rapid growth of business 

schools offering programs at both graduate and post graduate levels. The purpose 

and value of MBA (Master of Business Administration) degree has always been under 
the critic's scanner There are many issues and challenges in Management Education 
in India. Many studies have also undertaken and addressed on Funding problem, 
Institutions proliferation, Faculty Vacuum, Curricula, Poor Research and Publication, 
Geographic Inequalities, Increased Competition, Lack of Indigenous Reference 
Material, Lack of Industry Linked Training & Mentorship. Quality and Development 
of Faculry, Selection Process of Students and lgnorance of Business Ethics. But they 
have not focused on Affiliation System, Classroom Diversity and Industry veterans 

without a PhD. 

Keywords: Management Education, Affiliation System, Classroom Diversiry and 

Industry veterans without a PhD 

Introduction 
The Indian economy is growing at a fast pace creating considerable opportunities in the 

Cd of T, manufacturing, pharma, etc. But we also have to realize that arapid economic growth 

g these sectors can happen only with the help of amply skilled managers, which will give 

C COuntry a desired impetus for the development of each sector. This is the reason why more 

nore business management schools are springing up in the nation. Management education is 

s Doom in India with more than 1000 business schools offering the same. 

DEsides, India's new educational policy- Foreign Universities Bill further means a hike in 

nber of foreign business schools in the country leading to better education with he exchange 
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Abstract 

Andhra Pradesh is blessed with numerous educational institutions and colleges 
which extend hands for making the state more literate state. Especially there are a 

greater number of business and management colleges in Andhra Pradesh. Management 

cducation provides beter communication skills, self confidence, strategic thinking. 
An MBA (management education) as a professional business degree. it gives a number 

of benefirs both in expected and unexpected ways in life. In fact, those benefits often 
extend beyond career and professional goals. Hence, majoriiy of the pupils in Andhra 

Pradesh are choosing managemen education as promising degree program to ensure 
a bright future and career. The present study concentrates on the current status of 
management education in AP. It also discusses the reasons for changing condition of 
management education in Ap. This paper explores some suggestive measures. 

Key words: Management education, professional degree, strategic thinking. bright 
future and career. 

"The Conventional definition of management is getting work done through people. but real 
management is developing people through work". 

Introduction 

Management education is important for ereating efficient managers, who have excellent 
administrati ve, technical, communication and conceptual skills for perfoming al the functions of 
management. The value of management to societies is almost incalculable. At present the munager 
are not able to deal with the problems of business organizations in the real world. The Indian 

management education is still facing a number of challenges. Management education is the need 
of the hour today to focus on the quality of management education in the country. 

Education is the primary agent of transformation towards sustainable development and 
increasing people's capacities to transform their visions into reality. In the modern economic 
scenario all over the world "Management" as a stream of education and training has acquired 
new dimensions. Management is an exciting field where you can have an immediate impact on 
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Chapter- 4 
UG Students' Perception on Management 

Education (M.B.A) 
Dr. S. Subba Reddy', Mr. Y. Nagendra? 

Assistant Professor, Department of Business Administration. Y.V. University, Kadapa. 
Research Scholar, Department of Business Administration, Y.V. University, Kadapa. 

Abstract 
Ii has been obsenved since a decade the demand for MCA course has been decreased 

whereas the demand for MBA Couse has got boom. In recent era most of the UG 

students are showing their keen interest t1o join into the Management courses irrespective 
of their UG background. In fact. the reason behind the huge response of admission 
into the Management course is due to more job opportunities and also MBA course 

can create more job providers than job seekers. The present study focus on assessing 

the perception of UG finaB year students on Management education. 

Keywords: Management Education, Employability skills, Job providers. 

I. Introduction 

Master of Business Administration (M.B.A) is one of the most popular qualifications in 
management education and it became almost requisite to everyone who are looking to lead a 
professional life and to excel in the business world. The ability to think creatively, analytically and 
strategically, complemented by the intra-personal skills and inter-personal skills encourages the 
corporate companies to hire MBA graduates. MBA can also help the people who wants to lead 
independent professional life and have a goal to become job provider rather than job seeker. As 
we are listening from many decades that our India is the developing country. One the major 
reason for this is huge unemployment rate. To reduce unemployment rate, definitely there is a 

need to create more entrepreneurs in rural areas. 

Literature Review 

C. Karthick &Akhil augustain (2015), doing higher studies would be good for student has 
they would get more knowledge and personal development would help them to get better job 

opportunities. 

Bhavana R. Shetty & Rajashree Gujarathi (2013), indicatled that the student's perceived 
high quality of education if processes and outputs are satisfactory. 

Quacquarelli (2005) indicted that the MBA iS a signiticant investment in one's personal 

development as it affects the stream of income for an MBA graduate. 
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Abstract : We discussed the combined influence of dissipation, variable viscosity effect, thermo-diffusion and Hall current on 
the hydromagnetic free-convective flow, heat and mass transfer flow past a stretching surface in the presence of heat 
generation/absorption source. The governing equations have been solved by employing fifth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 
method along with shooting technique. The effects of various parameters on the velocity, temperature and concentration as 
well as on the local skin-friction coefficient, local Nusselt number and local Sherwood number are presented graphically 
and discussed. 
Keywords : Heat transfer, Rotating fluid, Stretching Surface,  Partial Slip and Thermo Diffusion. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 In the recent past there has been a growing interest in boundary-layer flow on a continuous 
moving surface in the presence of magnetic field with or without considering the effect of Hall 
current. These are very significant types of flow encountered in several engineering applications, such 
as in polymer processing, gas turbines, various propulsion device for aircraft, space vehicles, electro-
chemistry, MHD power generators, flight magneto hydrodynamics as well as in the field of planetary 
magnetosphere, aeronautics and chemical engineering. If the temperature of the surrounding fluid 
becomes high then the thermal radiation effect play a vital role in the case of space technology. The 
study of heat generation or absorption effects in moving fluids is important in view of several physical 
problems such as fluids undergoing exothermic or endothermic chemical reactions. Some recent 
interesting contributions pertaining to heat transfer aspects of viscous dissipation and Joule heating 
are cited in (Aziz et al.[5], Vajravelu and Hadjinicolaou [26], Hossain et al [10], Alam et al [3], 
Chamkha [8]).  
 The MHD fluid flow in a rotating channel is an interesting area in the study of fluid 
mechanics because of its relevance to various engineering applications.  It is challenging approach to 
atmospheric science that exerts its influence of rotation to help in understanding the behavior of 
oceanic circulation and formation of galaxies.  The effect of Coriolis force in the atmosphere is 
exposed to oceanic circulation and the formation of galaxies in taking into account the flow of 
electron is continuously liberated from the sun what is called “solar wind”.  The MHD flow in the 
rotating environment leads to a startup process implying thereby a viscous layer at the boundary is 
suddenly set into motion and the rate of rotation becomes important in the application of various 
branches of geophysics, astrophysics and fluid engineering Keeping the above applications in view 
several authors (Rao et.al. [18], Sarojamma and Krishna [22],  Krishna et.al. [12], Seth and Ghosh 
[23], Agarwal and Dhanpal [1], Circar and Mukherjee [9], Balasubramanyam [6], and Reddy [27]) 
have discussed Convective heat transfer flow in rotating fluid. The Soret and Dufour effect on 
convective heat and mass transfer flow have been analyzed by some  researchers viz., Kafoussias and 
Williams [11], Alam et al. [2] Makinde [14], Rashidi et al [20]. 
 To accurately predict the flow and heat transfer rates, it is necessary to take into account the 
temperature-dependent viscosity of the fluid. The effect of temperature-dependent viscosity on heat 
and mass transfer laminar boundary layer flow has been discussed by many authors (Mukhopadhyay 
et al. [16], Makinde [13], Prasad et al. [17], Alam et al. [3]) in various situations. They showed that 
when this effect was included, the flow characteristics might change substantially compared with the 
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IMPACT OF COVID CRISIS ON MSME’s – INSIGHTS AND 
PERSPECTIVES 
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** Professor, Department of Commerce, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa-516005,  

Andhra Pradesh, India, E-mail: raghunathsamanu@gmail.com 

 

ABSTRACT 

The micro, small and medium enterprise sector is a backbone of developing 

country like India.  MSME’s is the highly vibrant and dynamic sector.  The sector 

plays a vital role for strengthening the Indian economy and to develop of gross 

domestic product (GDP), Exports and employability of the country. These are helping 

to improve standard of living, capacity building and reduce regional imbalance.  It is 

having around 63.4 million units all over the country and contributing more than 30 

per cent to the GDP.  They have been providing employment to around 120 million 

people and contribute around 45 per cent of the overall exports from India.  Today, 

almost all MSMEs are out of action due to the lockdown, chocking all production 

activities at major firms across sectors.  There are several reports that indicate how 

MSMEs are reeling under crisis and have no money to pay their employees and 

feeling the burden of loans, repayments, GST filings, etc.  To find out the pathetic 

situation of the entrepreneurs the researchers have made an attempt to interact with 

various entrepreneurs in the Kadapa District of Andhra Pradesh.  The researchers 

have interviewed the real time experiences of the entrepreneurs such as production, 

labour, financial and marketing problems faced during the lockdown period. 
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ABSTRACT 

Covid-19 is the giant disasters in the history which is devastatingly impacting on the 

country’s economy. The lockdown majorly affected the manufacturing activities and the 

supply chain, because of the shutdown of transportation and restrictions on imports, exports 

and manufacturing.  In India small scale industries are more vulnerable ones as it badly 

damaged because of Covid-19 and the resultant lockdown. The lockdown due to covid-19 has 

brought Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to its knees by stopping the business 

which dried up the revenue. To understand deeply about MSMEs, it is conducted a baseline 

study of micro, small and medium entrepreneurs in rural and urban areas of Kadapadistrict of 

Andhra Pradesh. This paper aims at studying the impact of covid-19 on state economy, 

especially on MSMEs in Kadapa District.  The data required for the study have been collected 

both primary and secondary sources. The researchers have administered the questionnaire with 

the 142 sample entrepreneurs.  In addition to the standard questions, the researchers also 

included some of the questions on trust which are in general social survey style.  The survey 

was conducted about the problems faced by the entrepreneurs of MSMEs during the lockdown 

period of covid-19.  The entrepreneurs are falling on manufacturing or service sectors.  The 

definition of MSMEs Development Act of 2006 has taken as source for drawing the sample 

MSMEs. 

 

Keywords:Lockdown, MSMEs, Covid-19, Economy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Micro-insurance (MI) policies are marketing through a distribution channel with 

fallowing the IRDAI MI regulations Act 2015. Agents are created as a market for insurance 

products. The prolonged lockdown during covid-19 seems to throw everyday new commercial 

challenges on operations. These are leading to reduce MI business and the LICI MI agents are 

facing acute problems. In India 16 life insurers have 72,857 MI agents as on 31st March 2019, 

comprising LICI have 19,926 (27.35 per cent) agents and private insurers have 52,931 (72.65 per 

cent) agents. This study has made an attempt to analyze the impact of covid-19 on MI business 

of LICI under Kadapa Division and to probe into the operational challenges faced by the MI 

agents of LICI of Kadapa Division. A survey of 120 respondents were taken and analyzed to 

find out the challenges faced by the MI agents of LICI of Kadapa Division. The data required 

for the study have been collected both primary and secondary sources. The primary data have 

been collected through questionnaire. The researcher has collected the primary data from sample 

respondents were selected on the basis of convenient sampling technique. The sample size of the 

study is 120 respondents are residing in LICI of Kadapa Division. Kadapa division comprising 

Kadapa, Kurnool and Ananthapur districts. The questionnaire has been designed keeping in view 

the objectives of the study. The secondary data was collected through internet, IRADI, LICI 

websites, publications, books, journals, newspapers.  

 

Keywords: Micro-insurance (MI), Agent, Policyholder, Covid-19, Challenges. 
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Abstract 
 
The unorganised sector is playing a key role in Indian economy, it has a 40% of share in GDP 
and this sector is providing more than 85% of employment. The corona virus creates a worst 
situation in the world; due to afraid of all these conditions the government of India announces the 
lockdown. Unfortunately lockdown situation shows most terrible effect on the unorganised 
sector like Manufacturing industries, Automobile industries, Micro Small Medium Enterprises, 
Education intuitions, Restaurants, Wedding Planning, travels, Tourism, Hospitality services, 
agriculture and allied sectors…etc. Normally all these units have undergo low production 
capacity, low profitability earnings and lesser retentive power. Due to the Corona affect all the 
marketing doors are closed all of suddenly. So these units have suffered lack of financial 
resources, more over it takes long time for coming into the normal mode. These companies is 
search for the various alternatives how to survival in the present marketing conditions. They find 
one way i.e. Labour cost of these companies is about 20 % of its sales, if Job cuts and salary 
reduction is implementing in the companies. Automatically it effects on the cost reduction then 
there is a chance to increase the profit up to 0.2% per annum. Because of these reasons the 
unorganised sector employers is planning to reduce their financial burden through the removing 
of their employees from the jobs. Finally, it is adverse impact on the unorganised sector 
employee’s socio-economic life. Now they are the victims and leave in an unbearable strain. This 
is not good sign for development of country. Hence, unemployees appeal to the government to 
take possible precautions measures for save their lives. In this article we are discussing about the 
lockdown impact on financial condition of unorganised sectors companies and its 
employees. 
 
Key words: Unorganised sector, Employees, Employers and Government.  
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Abstract 
 The Pandemic situation warranted the teachers to take a relook at the approaches of 
teaching and learning. The concept of communication crucial in English Language 
teaching is conspicuously missing. Today the fraternity of English teachers as they deal 
with digital natives needs to fine tune their pedagogical tools banking on technology.  But 
it is also pertinent to safeguard their role and its sanctity amidst swarming sources.  The 
concept of CLT has certain useful insights for ELT practitioners which are worth 
following considering the current trend of virtual teaching. The coral aspect of building 
competencies also demands attention. The web sources which exist in plentitude often 
confuse the teacher affecting the learner outcomes. The present paper Communicative 
Language Teaching in Virtual Classrooms   – An Overview endeavors to discuss the 
relevance of CLT offering insights on the need to build communicative competence.  
Key words : Competence, Motivation, Approach, web sources , learning , teaching 
        
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Theories and concepts of ELT, whether new or old, remain beacon lights for the teachers. No 
postulate practiced earlier is obsolete if it is used purposefully by the practitioner. Pandemic 
situation pushed us into deep crisis affecting every walk of life and every domain of work. 
Teachers today are in a precarious situation where in digital teaching has become 
indispensable jeopardizing the essential feature of one to one interaction which is the soul of 
teaching- learning processes as far as Teaching of English is concerned. Time has arrived to 
revisit ELT notions and apply them in accordane with the current situation. In fact its a sorry 
state as it goes against the cherished dictum for English Teachers, If you are Teaching John 
English, you must know John , you must know  English, and you must know how to teach 
John English. Unfortunately in today’s scenario neither John nor the teacher meets and John 
sits before a gadget listening or pretending to be listening to the class.   But as virtual 
classrooms have become order of the day, it is pertinent to devise the pedagogical tools by 
utilizing the resources especially web sources   optimally sometimes optionally  and ensure 
that the learning is fruitful.  The paper titled Communicative Language Teaching in 
Virtual Classrooms - an Overview    is an attempt to bring into context the concept of 
Communicative Language Teaching whose fundamental aim is to build communicative 
competence a term coined by Hymes in 1966. It examines the utility of the characteristics of 
CLT in the wake of the present conditions which facilitate only virtual interactions.  
Before initiating discussion the application of CLT concepts in virtual classrooms it is 
important  to examine the impediments for a teacher in carrying out the transaction of 
teaching in the absence of the student. The physical presence of the teacher in the classroom 
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Abstract 

Narrative Technique is a crucial tool for the novelist to write his/her literary work or work of art successfully. It is the means of producing 

a specific effect of a novel. Only with the employment of the right technique, the novelists would convey their ideas to the readers. It 

acts as the medium between life and art, which helps the novelist to interpret and transform reality. This creation involves the 

employment of several devices. It also makes the readers to discover and travel among other selves, other identities, and other variety 

of human adventures. It is the 'how' (technique) rather than the 'what' (subject) is instrumental in causing paradigm shifts, in founding 

literary schools, and in originating major literary trends. Hence narrative technique is not just an ornament or superimposed element 

upon the content to give it additional value but the intrinsic quality of the subject matter itself. Marlon James, a Jamaican novelist 

authored four novels John Crow’s Devil (2005), The Book of Night Women (2009), A Brief History of Seven Killings (2015), and Black 

Leopard, Red Wolf (2019) by adopting different techniques for each novel. The aim of the research paper is to explore how Marlon 

James accommodates contrasting ideas and themes in his novels by employing various methods. 

Key Words: Narrative technique, multi-levelness, multi-genre, polyphonic, etc. 

 

Introduction 

Marlon James writes a wide range of subjects like 

Jamaican history, slavery, political violence, racism, 

colonization, etc. He views the events in his books from 

various perspectives using a variety of techniques and 

strategies to accommodate different perspectives and 

ideas in his novels. He creates multi-levelness in the text. 

 James’s novels are tributes to the shunned, deprived; 

those who, whether by birth or circumstance, find 

themselves on the “outside” of the system as a 

consequence, feel most acutely both the hunger for identity 

and the hardship in obtaining it. Marlon James’s novels 

possess a timeless relevance in its power to expand the 

reader's empathy for those who suffer from the universal 

need to feel accepted.  

 John Crow’s Devil is the first remarkable debut novel 

published in the year 2005. According to Bookmark review 

titled “In Context: Marlon James, John Crow’s Devil has-, 

“Faulknerian in its layered narration …the Apostle.”1 

 John Crow’s Devil has the third person point of view 

with diverse perspectives. Despite that, the most of the 

incidents in the text surface as if the author is interpreting 

the details. Even with a narrator, the reader has a limited 

perspective and much of the information is never revealed 

by the narrator. For instance, Clarence a character in the 

story watches his back in the mirror as he undergoes what 

appears to be a miraculous healing. He was whipped 

cruelly by the Apostle York, but his back goes from bloody 

open slashes to heal in a matter of seconds. There are 

many incidents like this that the reader has to assume what 

happens further; the narrator never reveals any extra 

information about the events.    

 The Book of Night Women is the second novel by the 

author. It depicts the Jamaican slavery and slave’s 

uprisings that occurred at the end of the seventeenth and 

in early eighteenth centuries. The protagonist is Lilith born 

to a White father and Black mother in the plantation. Being 

a mullatto, she is broken between fidelity to her half sisters 

(known as The Night Women) and their plan of vicious 

rebellion against whites. she also deceived by the Irish 

slave master Robert Quinn, who makes her his mistress 

and with whom she unwillingly falls in love.   
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Abstract 

Dalit literature is established itself as a separate class of writing in several of the Indian languages. Aspects of Dalit li terature have 

become more effective concentrating on caste, class, and gender. The prominence of Dalit writings is to explore the suffering of Dalits 

with experience. Especially the woman Dalit writers concentrated on the sociocultural and economic aspects of Dalit women. The 

present paper aims to explore the valiant Dalit women character. Chilli Powderis the short story written by the celebrated contemporary 

Dalit woman writer Bama. Her short story collection Kisumbukkaranwritten in Tamil language and it was translated into the English 

language as HarumScarum Saar & Other Stories by N. Ravi Shankar. The story explores the Dalit women’s self-confidence. Though 

they belong to an outcast they try to overcome the oppression. They execute various traits to protest themselves. 

Keywords: Dalit, Oppression, Gender, Survival, Self-confidence. 

 

Bama is the first Tamil Dalit woman writer born in 

Puthupatti village in Viruthunager district in Southern Tamil 

Nadu. Her novels Karukku, Sangati, Vanmam and a jewel-

like collection of short stories Kisumbukkaranare originally 

written in the Tamil language. Her first novel is an 

autobiographical novel translated into English and many 

different languages. This novel received the Crossword 

Award twice for the English translation. The second novel 

Sangati focuses on the plight of women and girls of her 

community. The third novel Vanmamdeals with “intra-dalit 

strife”1.The first two novels are translated from Tamil to the 

English language by the famous Lakshmi Holmstrom and 

the third novel is translated into the English language by 

Malini Seshadri. The short stories collection 

„Kisumbukkaran‟ is translated into English as Harum-

Scarum Saar and Other Stories. The collection arises 

many Dalit issues.  

“Bama‟s writings embody Dalit feminism and celebrate 

the inner strength and celebrate the inner strength of 

the subaltern woman in the throes of caste domination 

and social discrimination.”2 

 Chilli Powder is a short story about the grudge and 

dispute between two women who belong to two different 

castes. Though women share many gender discriminations 

in general, women always try to find further discriminations 

to degrade other women based on the caste system. 

 Gangamma, a privileged caste woman who owns a 

palatial bungalow, orchards and nearly sixty acres of fertile 

land. Everyone in the colony is scared of Gangamma. 

Pachayamma,belongs to an outcast and a bold woman 

protagonist in the story. The conflict between Gangamma 

and Pachayamma begins when Pachayamma enters 

Gangamma‟s mango orchard to cut the grass. After cutting 

the grass Pachayammafeels hungry, plucks two mangoes 

and begins to eat them. Meanwhile, Gangamma 

appears.On seeing Gangamma, Pachayamma hides the 

mangoes.Unafraid of the landlady she seeksGangamma‟s 

help to lift the bundle of grass on to her head.Gangamma 

becomes furious on her request and Pachayamma runs 

away skilfully taking the bundle of grass from Gangamma‟s 

sight.  

 “That woman got so furious she was swaying 

 like an elephant calf gone mad! Don‟t know 

 from where I got the courage, I held my breath, 

 heaved the bundle onto my head and half walking, 

 half running, rushed back here.” (HSS. P.31) 

 Being a Dalit woman, she is not scared of 

Gangamma, instead,she seeks help from the owner of the 
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SOCIO- DEMOGRAPHIC DETERMINANTS OF DEPRESSION AMONG OLDER 
WOMEN IN A.P 
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Abstract: Every individual now and then experience depression that one can hardly deny. Gender has 
been described as a critical determinant of mental health and mental illness. The condition of women 
in third-world countries continues to be dismal. Depression is challenging to measure, especially in 
the community dwelling older adults. Reports of the prevalence of depression vary as a result. It has 
been commonly misrepresented that older adults 65 and older are the most depressed population of 
adults. The community-dwelling older adults do not have a high prevalence of major depression, 
especially in comparison to other adult populations.    The sample of the present study includes  of 
300  older women in the Rayalaseema region of Andhrapradesh. Depression scale was  used to 
collect the  data by using simple random technique.  Results of the  present study reveals that that 
there are age wise and marital status wise significant differences among different sub groups. The 
association results clearly indicate that age  as  an  important determinant of depression. The High 
depression group  data  shows  that  age,  economic status and marital status  are  significantly 
associated with  depression. 
 
 Key Words: Key words: Older women,  depression, socio-demographic factors, A.P 
 
INTRODUCTION: Currently in India 72 million people aged above 60 years are living and it is 
expected to reach 179 million in 2031 and further to 301 million in 2051(Pracheth, 2013).     During 
the last two decades, depression has been a significant field of concern for the Clinicians, 
Psychiatrists, Psychologists and Educationalists. Depression has become the part and partial of our 
everyday life. Mental health disorders have reached epidemic proportions globally, with more than 
450 million people suffering from mental health disorders (WHO, 2010). Both globally and within 
India, women are disproportionately affected by depression (Fichter et al., 1996; Patel & Shidhaye, 
2011; WHO, 2012). More women than men experience depression. One in four women will require 
treatment for depression at some time, compared with one in 10 men. The reasons for this are 
unclear, but are thought to include social factors such as poverty and isolation and biological factors 
such as the hormonal changes experienced by women. Several studies have shown that a female 
preponderance in rates of depression occur at low symptom thresholds and becomes more 
pronounced as the number of symptoms increases. Moreover, similar relationships between levels of 
depression and occupational impairment have been reported in males and females (Fenning et al., 
1994; Kessler et al., 1993).     
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: Depression is challenging to measure, especially in the community 
dwelling older adults. Reports on the prevalence of depression vary as a result. It has been commonly 
misrepresented that older adults 65 and older are the most depressed population of adults. The 
community-dwelling older adults do not have a high prevalence of major depression, especially in 
comparison to other adult populations. Depression is a common mental health problem in geriatric 
population and the overall prevalence rate of depression in this age group varies between 10 and 20% 
and found socio-demographic variables  play an important role  in geriatric  (Ankur et al., 2010).   
 Depressed women, on the other hand, manifested the same symptoms, in adding psychic anxiety.  
Subjective physical distress (Physical complaints)   appears to be part of the core depressive 
syndrome in old age as well as to the core symptoms of depression. Clinical models of depression 
emphasize its effects on cognition in everyday life (Beck, 1967, 1976; Garber & Seligman, 1980:  
Martin, 1985).   Depression influences memory  performance as well as positive and negative 
experiences  (Cipolli et al., 1996; Clark et al., 1985).  Seeman et al., (1993) found that cognitive 
performance in men was associated with self-efficacy beliefs but not in women. Depression and 
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Abstract:   In Human life, the individual development takes place systematically in different phases, which 
includes social development also. The social role played by older people   reveals their self worth and assurance 
in life. The benefit of social support for individuals confronted with life crises has been the subject of research 
for more than two decades.  The objective of the present  study was to identify the relationship between social 
support and the functional capacity of elderly persons. It is a descriptive, cross-sectional and quantitative study. 
The subjects were 240 community living elderly consists of 120 men and 120 women from YSR Kadapa district  
of Andhra Pradesh. The standardized tools namely social support inventory and Disability scale were used to 
collect the data about level of social supports and functional competence  of the subjects.  The present study 
clearly brought out the relationship between social supports and functional capability.  Knowledge about this 
relationship favors the development of care pathway for the elderly which is capable of maintaining their 
functional capacity and ensuring satisfactory social relations. 
 
Key words: Level  of Social supports, Functional competence, Older  people, Andhra Pradesh 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
The entire world is aging, and the increase in the numbers of the elderly in the population has translated into a 
greater number of long-term problems, both for individuals and for society. For the individual in particular, 
aging - allied with the presence of multiple chronic illnesses - is related directly with greater functional 
incapacity among the elderly.  There have been major occurrences in Asia that have impacted on the situation of 
the elderly, the  decline in fertility that will gather further momentum in the twenty first century coupled with 
the continuing and steady decline in mortality which has resulted in significant changes in the size and structure 
of Asian populations. In India, the population of the elderly is growing rapidly and is emerging as a serious area 
of concern for the government and the policy planners. The rapidly growing absolute and relative numbers of 
older people in both developed and developing countries mean that more and more people will be entering the 
age when the risk of developing certain chronic and debilitating diseases is significantly higher. 
 
By 2026, North India population would be younger compared to the South. In India another paradoxical 
problem will arise in due course of time – by the year 2026 Kerala will have highest educated working people 
with average age hovering above (median age) 35 years whereas  Uttar Pradesh will have uneducated and  less 
educated working population with average age below 30 years. Although projections indicate that India’s 

population above 60 years will be double in size between 2001 and 2026, the elders will account for 12.17 
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Academic stress among adolescents in government and          

corporate colleges 

Aswartha Reddy A.1*, Lalitha K.2 

ABSTRACT 
Stress occurs when an individual is confronted by a situation that they perceive as threatening 
on and not in a position to cope up with.  Many researchers carried out extensive research on 
stress and its outcomes and concluded that it needed more attention at different spheres of 
life. But recent times stress in academic institutions is increasing and has its positive and 
negative consequences on mental health. Due to academic stress, there is a decline mental 
health of students particularly in adolescent group. Thus, the present study focuses on   
academic stress among adolescent students in Government and Corporate Colleges. The 
sample of the present study includes 120 (Government = 60; Corporate = 60) adolescent 
students from Government and Corporate colleges. A standardized tool namely Academic 
Stress Questionnaire, which consists of 36 statements which covers five factors.  The subjects 
were contacted individually, after explaining the purpose of the study, the subjects were 
asked to give responses to the questionnaire. The results will be discussed in the light of 
psychological interventions in the present-day scenario. 

Keywords: Academic stress, Adolescents, Government Corporate colleges 

tress affects a large number of students. It is a burning issue affecting students of all 
grades and levels across the world. For administration and for parents’ university 
students academic stress is a big cause of concern. Academic stress mostly caused by 

intensive academic workloads is associated with depression. The perception of not having 
enough time to widen knowledge base required, studying for examinations for grade rivalry 
and mastery of a huge amount of study syllabus information in little time period all these 
lead to academic stress. This depression can affect students’ academic performance such as 

lack of focusing in class and lower grades. Suicidal tendency is also on the increase among 
university students. Suicides among students are mostly associated with fear of academic 
failure or under achievement (WHO, 2012). In academic life; stress is generally an 
emotional inequity and is emerging as a global phenomenon. Students often deal with 
pressure with a specific end goal to procure great positions and to get a top of the line 
degree. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The present study was undertaken to study the impact of Emotional maturity, intelligence and self-efficacy on the 
academic achievement of tribal students. The sample of the study consisted of 400 tribal students studying 10th  class 
during the academic year 2017-18 in various  tribal government schools of Rayalaseema Region of Andhra Pradesh. 
The tool used in the study was Emotional maturity scale (Singh & Bhargava, 1990), Raven’s Progressive matrices 

and General Self-efficacy Scale. The data was analyzed by using mean, standard deviation and  t-test. The result 
shows that a significant difference was found between Tribal students with High Intelligence and Low Intelligence in 
their academic achievement. Whereas no significant difference between tribal students with high and low emotional 
maturity, high and low self-efficacy in their academic achievement. 
 
Key Words: Emotional maturity, Intelligence, Self-efficacy and Academic achievement 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Tribes are the people with different way of living and community life. They are living in definite geographical area. They 
have their own culture, customs, religious belief etc which make them different from other tribal community. They have 
their own local language. Tribes in India have to struggle hard for survival and development. They constitute a large 
number of populations so their development is essential for integrated development of the country as a whole. They are 
deprived of normal opportunities which may result in intellectual weaknes Education is the key factor in the 
development of human potentialities.  
 
Every country gives due importance to her education system through which all types of challenges are possible to be faced. 
It is possible to reach all the people with the benefit of economic and technical developments through well planned and well 
implemented system of education. Academic achievement is the attainment of educational goals by the students and plays a 
vital role in obtaining ideal harmonious development. 
 
Several attempts were made by researchers to describe academic achievement. But only a few attempts were made to 
investigate the factors related to academic achievement. It is also noted that only meager and negligible probe has been 
made to explore the Impact of Emotional Maturity, Intelligence and self-efficacy on the Academic Achievement. The need 
is strongly felt to explore this complex and intricate problem. Hence the researcher investigation was contemplated. 
 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
Mriganka Narayan Das (2014) conducted to study the relationship between Academic achievement and Emotional 
maturity among secondary school students of Rural and Urban areas. A sample of 100 secondary school students from 
Burdwan district (in India) was selected. Emotional maturity Scale was employed to collect the necessary data which was 
analyzed using Mean, S.D., t-test and correlation. The findings of the study revealed that emotional maturity and academic 
achievement of students from rural and urban areas do not differ significantly. The study also revealed that a negligible 
relationship exists between academic achievement and emotional maturity of secondary school students of rural area. The 
findings also showed that there was a significant relationship between emotional maturity and academic achievement of the 
urban students and for the total sample. 
 
Nikhat Yasmin Shafeeq & Afeefa Thaqib (2015) the aim of the present study is to investigate emotional maturity of 
secondary school students in relation to academic achievement. For this purpose a sample of 400 students (200 boys and 
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Abstract: This paper examines the impact of the Gulf remittances on migrants' households. For 

examining this impact, the study had to rely on the respondents' perceptions and memories about 

their life and economic conditions prevailing at that time. Moreover, to provide a better picture 

of the impact of the Gulf migration on workers and their households, the present study was 

supplemented by interviews with key informants in the study area and the researcher's own 

observations. Thus, the present study focuses on incomes and expenditures of the family and its 

impact on living standards of  migrant households. 

Keywords: Migrant remittances, Migrant Households, 

1. Introducation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Human migration is one of the most important aspects of social sciences. Throughout human 

history, people have migrated to escape poverty and persecution and to improve their life 

chances and living standards. “Migration, or more exactly mobility, of some form is a universal 

experience and it is rare for anyone to spend his or her entire life within the boundaries of a 

single village or city ward and, when this does occur, it is more likely to be due to some physical 

or mental handicap than to choice”(Ronald, 1997). On the whole, different parts of the world 

have experienced different types of mobility caused by various socio-economic conditions. Since 

“a better life and livelihood are at the root of the decision to migrate” (WHO, 2006). As per 

World Bank statistics, around  3.4 per cent of the world populations are living out of their 

countries of birth ,constituting   more than 247 million migrant   population (World Bank, 2016).  

        In recent years, a significant increase in the growth of international migration and 

remittance flows and  awareness of their development impact has led to a resurgence of interest 

by academics, policymakers, and analysts in what has been referred to as the third leg of 
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Abstract: Dairy farming as an integral part of agriculture which provides sustainable income and reduces 
unemployment to a large number of rural poor. Hygienic milking plays a crucial role in profitable dairy 
enterprise. Milk production in Andhra Pradesh has grown remarkably, but the potential role of dairy farming as 
a means to increase household cattle animals and generate milk production by increasing the competitiveness of 
(small-scale) milk production in the state is still far from being realized. For the dairy sector to play this 
developmental role there is an urgent need to provide the vast majority of small-scale dairy farmers with a 
quality livestock service package which is affordable, both to the recipients and the providers, and which has 
maximum impacts on the key production and financial parameters of the predominant farm types. To assess the 
knowledge of dairy animal owners in improved dairy husbandry practices a field study was undertaken in 
Kadapa District of Andhra Pradesh and the information was collected. 
Keywords: YSR kadapa district, cattle population, performance, milk production 
 

Introduction 
Dairying in India is a closely interwoven and integral part of agriculture. It is a cream activity and is 

one of the most important dimensions of diversified agriculture with a lot of potential for socioeconomic 
development of farming community. India is the highest producer of milk in the world with an estimated 
quantity of 132.43 million tonnes, produced in the year 2012-13 2 , but its contribution to international milk 
market is lower than many countries because our milk quality does not match export standard3 . Scientific 
milking management practices like improved milking techniques, hygienic milk production and better milk let 
down could improve total milk production and quality of milk as well. Although the economic contribution of 
livestock seems to be quite substantial in the agricultural economy as well as in the national economy, the 
farmers who raise dairy animals are yet ignorant of scientific management practices. Genetic potentiality of the 
livestock and its production depends mostly on the managerial practices7. Hence the present study was 
conducted to document the existing milking management practices adopted by dairy farmers in kadapa region of 
Andhra Pradesh.1 

Livestock rearing is the integral part of agriculture in India as well as many developing countries since 
centuries. Animal husbandry signifies as the second largest economical activity next to agriculture in rural India. 
Dairying plays a prominent role in upliftment of socio-economic status of dairy farmers. In India, Majority of 
the dairy farmers are small holders and landless who are illiterate and unaware of economic aspect of milk 
production. Thus, dairying being an important means of income and employment for these farmers, it helps to 
alleviate poverty assuring a balanced development of the rural economy. India has emerged as leading milk 
producer country in the world, however productivity per milking animal is very low i.e. wet average kg/day in 
indigenous cows, crossbred cows and buffalo as 1.98, 6.75 and 4.50 respectively. This low production in India 
is mainly due to lack/ low level of knowledge about improved dairy husbandry practices by dairy farmers. The 
latest scientific knowledge of dairy farming is based on the main pillars of innovative balanced feeding, 
breeding, proper management and health control, which are the major elements to create ideal and expected 
conditions in animal husbandry. 

 

Objectives: 
1. To study the cattle population growth in kadapa district. 
2. To study the  cattle population milk production in YSR kadapa district 
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a means to increase household cattle animals and generate milk production by increasing the competitiveness of 
(small-scale) milk production in the state is still far from being realized. For the dairy sector to play this 
developmental role there is an urgent need to provide the vast majority of small-scale dairy farmers with a 
quality livestock service package which is affordable, both to the recipients and the providers, and which has 
maximum impacts on the key production and financial parameters of the predominant farm types. To assess the 
knowledge of dairy animal owners in improved dairy husbandry practices a field study was undertaken in 
Kadapa District of Andhra Pradesh and the information was collected. 
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Introduction 
Dairying in India is a closely interwoven and integral part of agriculture. It is a cream activity and is 

one of the most important dimensions of diversified agriculture with a lot of potential for socioeconomic 
development of farming community. India is the highest producer of milk in the world with an estimated 
quantity of 132.43 million tonnes, produced in the year 2012-13 2 , but its contribution to international milk 
market is lower than many countries because our milk quality does not match export standard3 . Scientific 
milking management practices like improved milking techniques, hygienic milk production and better milk let 
down could improve total milk production and quality of milk as well. Although the economic contribution of 
livestock seems to be quite substantial in the agricultural economy as well as in the national economy, the 
farmers who raise dairy animals are yet ignorant of scientific management practices. Genetic potentiality of the 
livestock and its production depends mostly on the managerial practices7. Hence the present study was 
conducted to document the existing milking management practices adopted by dairy farmers in kadapa region of 
Andhra Pradesh.1 

Livestock rearing is the integral part of agriculture in India as well as many developing countries since 
centuries. Animal husbandry signifies as the second largest economical activity next to agriculture in rural India. 
Dairying plays a prominent role in upliftment of socio-economic status of dairy farmers. In India, Majority of 
the dairy farmers are small holders and landless who are illiterate and unaware of economic aspect of milk 
production. Thus, dairying being an important means of income and employment for these farmers, it helps to 
alleviate poverty assuring a balanced development of the rural economy. India has emerged as leading milk 
producer country in the world, however productivity per milking animal is very low i.e. wet average kg/day in 
indigenous cows, crossbred cows and buffalo as 1.98, 6.75 and 4.50 respectively. This low production in India 
is mainly due to lack/ low level of knowledge about improved dairy husbandry practices by dairy farmers. The 
latest scientific knowledge of dairy farming is based on the main pillars of innovative balanced feeding, 
breeding, proper management and health control, which are the major elements to create ideal and expected 
conditions in animal husbandry. 

 

Objectives: 
1. To study the cattle population growth in kadapa district. 
2. To study the  cattle population milk production in YSR kadapa district 
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Abstract:Government involvement in shaping the growth and development of Indiaʼs dairy 

industry appears to have been fairly successful. The rearing of cattle and dairying go hand in 

hand with agriculture and it helps to improve the socio-economic conditions of the rural folk. 

It also provides continuous and regular employment to all the members of the family of the 

farmer. Milk is nearly a complete food for human beings. It provides almost all essential 

nutrients such as body building proteins, bone forming minerals, health giving lactose and 

milk fat. It contains all these nutrients in an easily digestible and assailable form. We 

emphasize the implications of economic reform measures undertaken by the Government of 

India for different sectors of the economy, including animal husbandry in general and the 

dairy industry in particular. 

 

Key words: Dairy, Unique Aspects, constraints, production,dispensation, consumption 

 

Introduction 

Indiaʼs dairy industry was included in development measures implemented by the 

Indian government after independence. Modernization of the dairy industry became a priority 

with the initiation of Indiaʼs first five-year plan in 1951 [8]. The governmentʼs goal was to 

provide hygienic milk to the countryʼs growing urban population. The foundation for 

development of Indiaʼs dairy industry was the cooperative movement in the state of Gujarat. 

In 1952, the Kaira District Cooperative Milk Producersʼ Union (currently the Gujarat 

Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation) gained the right to supply the Bombay market with 

fluid milk. This assured market allowed the cooperative to grow rapidly but also provided a 
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Abstract: The authors have introduced the notion of zero-divisor Cayley graph associated with the set of zero-divisors in the ring 
(𝒁𝒏, ⨁,⊙)  of residue classes modulo 𝒏, 𝒏 ≥ 𝟏,  an integer and studied its properties. In this paper the edge cover, the edge 
dominating set and related properties are studied for this graph. 
 
Keywords: Zero-divisor Cayley graph, edge cover, edge covering number, edge dominating set, edge domination number 
 
AMS Subject Classification (2010): 05C25, 05C69. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Graph theorists are interested in finding a subset 𝑈 of the vertex set of a graph 𝐺, which covers 
every edge of 𝐺, in the sense that, every edge in 𝐺 is incident with some vertex in 𝑈.  Similarly the notion 
of edge cover can be defined in a graph. The theory which deals with vertex cover, edge cover and their 
related parameters constitute the domination theory of graphs. The domination theory has lot of 
applications in science and technology and engineering, particularly in communication networks. 

 
Berge [4] and Ore [15] introduced the precise notion of a dominating set and later many graph 

theorists, to mention some of them, Allen and Laskar [1,2], Cockayne and Hedetniemi [6], Haynes et al., 
[9], Kulli and Sigarkant [11] and others have studied various types of domination parameters of graphs. 
In recent times Madhavi [13], Maheswari and Madhavi [14], Sujatha and Madhavi [16] and others have 
studied certain domination parameters of arithmetic graphs associated with the arithmetic functions 
namely, the Euler totient function, the quadratic residues modulo a prime and the divisor function.  

 
Consider the ring (𝑍𝑛,⨁,⊙) of integers modulo 𝑛, 𝑛 ≥ 1, an integer, which is a commutative ring 

with unity. In [8], it is established that the set 𝐷0  of nonzero zero-divisors in the ring (𝑍𝑛,⨁,⊙) is a 
symmetric subset of the group (𝑍𝑛,⨁) and the zero-divisor  Cayley graph 𝐺(𝑍𝑛, 𝐷0) is the graph, whose 
vertex set is 𝑍𝑛 and the edge set is the set of ordered pairs (𝑢, 𝑣)such that 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑍𝑛 and either 𝑢 − 𝑣 ∈ 𝐷0 
or 𝑣 − 𝑢 ∈ 𝐷0. This graph is  (𝑛−𝜑(𝑛)−1)− regular  and its size is   𝑛

2
(𝑛−𝜑(𝑛)−1).  Further 𝐺(𝑍𝑛, 𝐷0) 

contains (i) only isolated vertices if 𝑛 is a prime ( Lemma 2.10., [8]), (ii) 𝑝 disjoint complete components if 
𝑛 = 𝑝𝑟 , 𝑝, a prime and 𝑟 > 1, an integer (Theorem 3.7, [8]) and (iii) it is a connected graph if 𝑛 > 1, an 
integer, which is not a power of a single prime (Theorem 4.4., [8]). This  paper is devoted for the study of 
edge domination in a zero-divisor Cayley graph of the ring (𝑟𝑛,⨁,⊙). The terminology and notions that are 
used in this paper can be found in [5] for graph theory, [10] for algebra and [3] for number theory. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The graphs  𝐺(𝑍7, 𝐷0), 𝐺(𝑍9, 𝐷0) and 𝐺(𝑍12, 𝐷0) are given below : 
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Abstract 
A simple, low-cost, eco-friendly route for synthesis of 
metal nanoparticles had gained attention and emerged 
as offshoot approach of nanoscience using herbal plant 
extracts. In the current investigation, we report the 
reducing and capping potential of aqueous extract 
from leaf infusion of Catharanthus roseus for the 
synthesis of silver nanoparticle (AgNPs). The inclined 
properties of prepared AgNPs were typified by optical 
examination, UV-Vis spectroscopy, FT-IR, SEM-EDAX 
and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) studies. The color change 
of the reaction mixture from light yellow to dark brown 
was observed within 60 minutes, which indicated 
primary formation of silver nanoparticles.  
 
The average range of particle size calculated using 
Dynamic Light Scattering measurements (DLS) was 
found to be 18.17 nm. The rapid electro kinetic 
behavior of the silver was evaluated using zeta 
potential (appox.-27.7mV). The catalytic efficiency of 
the prepared leaf broth, AgNPs was also investigated 
on Methylene Blue (MB) dye degradation. Adsorption 
kinetic studies at 10 ppm concentration suggest good 
correlation with pseudo second order model 
(R2=0.991) and the result demonstrates excellent 
catalytic properties. 
 
Keywords: Catharanthus roseus, Methylene Blue dye, 
DLS, XRD. 
 
Introduction 
Synthesis of silver nanoparticles via green approach is one 
of the emerging area of interest using herbal extracts with 
wide number of applications1. Even though, numerous 
metals exist, silver gained an importance due to their unique 
properties and multiple applications in areas of bio-imaging, 
catalyst properties and anti-microbial nature and also waste-
water treatment2.  
 
Plenty of literature is available regarding the synthesis of 
silver nanoparticles from varied plant sources such as stem, 
leaves, roots fruits buds and latex due to their incredible 
biological constituents present in them which are responsible 
for the reducing nature of nanoparticles. Some act as capping 
agents also for their synthesis that can reduce metal ion and 

stabilize the nanoparticles to desired shapes and sizes3. 
Silver nanoparticles act as good antimicrobial agent against 
human clinical pathogens, viruses and other microbes4. 
 
Catharanthus roseus L. (G.) Don, is an imperative evergreen 
herbaceous medicinal plant native to its Apocynaceae family 
(dicotyledonous angiosperm); commonly known as 
Periwinkle”, “Nayantara” or “Sadabahar”, derives its name 
from Greek language Catharanthus means "pure flower" 
while roseus means red, rose or rosy. Based on its specified 
properties, they exhibit their efficacy towards anti-cancer, 
anti-diabetic, anti-microbial, anti-oxidant, anti-helminthic, 
anti-ulcer, hypotensive, anti-diarrheal, wound healing 
property, hypolipidimic effect and memory enhancement 
activity5. 
 
In the present study, rapid and eco-friendly synthesis of 
AgNPs from the aqueous leaf extract of Catharanthus roseus 
was studied. The synthesized AgNPs were characterized and 
evaluated for their catalytic activity using methylene blue 
dye. 
 
Material and Methods 
Collection of leaves: Healthy leaves of Catharanthus roseus 
were collected in Yogi Vemana University Campus 
taxonomically identified and authenticated by Dept. of 
Botany, Yogi Vemana University, Kadapa. The plant 
material was washed repeatedly with running tap water 
twice, rinsed with distilled water, allowed to dry under shade 
for 7-14 days. After drying, the leaves were pulverized and 
grinded to a fine powder and kept in a well closed container 
in a dry place. 
 
Preparation of aqueous leaf extracts of Catharanthus 
roseus: 10 g of fine dried leaf powder was weighed and 
boiled in 100 mL of distilled water at 90oC for 15 minutes 
and then the extract was cooled to room temperature 
followed by filtering with Whatmann No.1 filter paper and 
directly used for experiments. 
 
Preparation of 1 mM silver nitrate solution: Accurately 
weigh 0.017 g (1mM AgNO3 Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 
100 mL of distilled water was stored in amber-colored bottle 
until further use. 
 
Bio-synthesis of silver nanoparticles: Biogenic silver 
nanoparticles can be synthesized by accumulating 10 mL of 
leaf extract drop wise to the 90 mL of AgNO3 solution under 
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i,ea . 1 d h' • 
· ors can contribute 

10 their best if the eaf~ ers tfpl pract1c~s are s~pportive in nature. In this study author made an 
(tempt to find the e 1ect o eadersh1p practices on performance outcomes ·1n h 'ta\ 

la b' · f h d • 
osp1 sector 

'fhe major o ~ect1ve o _t ~ stu y 1s to find perceptions of hospital staff on leadershi~ ractices and to measure its impact on performance outcomes. The data was po I d , , 
P • d · h . 

o e 1rom 1ew 
selected_ pubbed asn pnvatle sect~r . osp1tals through structured questionnaire. Correlation, . 
egression an . tructura eq~atton m?del was used for analysis. The results show that 

leadership practices were havmg P?or impact ~n the p~rformance outcomes of the hospital 
staff. Based on the results suggestions were given to improve leadership practices as they 
play major part in performance excellence. l(ey words: Leadership, performance outcomes, public sector and private sector. 1. INTRODUCTION: 
Leadership is supposed to be the influencing factor where a single person or group of 
individuals is made to move in a proper direction. The concept of leadership is not just a part 
of organization but also used in very rigorously in politics, business, education etc,. The person who exhibits leadership characteristics is called as leader; he exposes characteristics 
based on the need, situation and his qualities. According to Nongo (2009) the division of 
power and authority in between the leader and group is different. The leaders possess more 
power and authority than the group individuals. 1n an organization the individual's 
commitment and dedication depends up on the leadership traits of leader. ln the present scenario there are many organizations which were failure because of lack of 
good leadership practices. Ineffective leadership practices will lead to unorganized 
employees' , lack of coordination, low productivity, increase in cost etc,. Many of the studies 
showed transformational leadership style as effective which resulted in increase in 
productivity rate, innovation, and increase in satisfaction levels of employees' . Leadership definitions: 
Many researchers have given various definitions for leadership. Few of them are given 
below: 

Mullins (2002) 

Muijs (201 l) 

Page\ 204 

"Art of influencing people so that they will strive willingly towards the achievement of group goals. This concept can be enlarging to include not onlv willingness to work but with zeal and confidence" "Process of attaining the objectives by others to willingly join in_. ~he most substantial of leaders in their influential personality that has positive relation with the follower's job satisfaction and the performance". 
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